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- In early 2020, APEC economies implemented restrictions at the border such as blanket entry bans, banning arrivals from selected locations, and pre-arrival permits, as well as public health measures like COVID-19 testing and quarantine requirements. These measures were implemented in order to prevent imported cases of COVID-19 from affecting local populations.

- In May 2020, Korea initiated the “Proposal to review measures facilitating Essential Movement of People across borders” to share information on cross-border policies, identify common elements and lessons, and discuss future steps as necessary. A survey on “Voluntary Exchange of Information on Measures Being Explored/Implemented by APEC Economies to Facilitate Essential Movement of People across Borders” was conducted in September 2020. As of February 2021, 18 APEC economies have responded to the survey. The policy measures based on the survey that are listed in this report may have been modified, repealed, or extended by the time of this report’s publication.

- The survey shows many similarities in the types of measures implemented at borders, but also highlights many variations and differences in the details of how these measures are implemented. There was no policy coordination on testing and quarantine requirements, criteria and protocols for border closures, nor criteria and protocols for the reopening of borders among APEC economies in the early stages of the pandemic.

- Cross-border movement of people is essential for trade and economic activity. Apart from the obvious linkages in terms of tourism and transportation, cross-border movements of people also contribute to economic growth by enabling logistics and supply chains, investments, employment, education, and capacity building. There are strong and synergistic linkages between cross-border movement and bilateral trade and economic growth. Conservatively, every 10% increase in non-resident arrivals is associated with a 0.34% increase in trade and 0.31% increase in GDP.

- On the other hand, the effectiveness of border restrictions in preventing imported cases from seeding waves of the pandemic is mixed. The effectiveness of these border policies hinges on timing—i.e., before the virus has reached domestic populations—and the effectiveness of behind-the-border pandemic response.

- The border restrictions had immediate and substantial impacts on cross-border movements and economic activity, as well as society and various vulnerable groups. Estimated direct trade losses due to the fall in cross-border movement range from USD 488 billion to USD 786 billion. GDP losses for the region from lost cross-border movement and unrealised economic activity is estimated at USD 1.2 trillion.

- Previous attempts at safe reopening have been tentative and uncertain due to the changing COVID-19 situation around the region. Several attempts at bilateral travel
bubbles have been postponed, cancelled, or reversed due to changing risk profiles in other economies.

- Recommendations from various international organisations on safely resuming travel suggest the need for economies to lift travel restrictions with a risk-based approach, cooperate with other economies, provide traveller confidence, and consider standardisation and digitisation of global health credentials. Tools to realise these strategies are already on the table. Examples include online one-stop platforms that allow sharing of travel restriction information as well as various digital health certificate apps such as IATA’s Travel Pass.

- There are three key recommendations to enable safe reopening of borders:
  
  o **Contain COVID-19 everywhere.** Experience over the past year has shown that the virus remains a threat everywhere so long as it continues to ravage anywhere. The SARS-CoV-2 virus is highly capable of mutation, which can potentially slow or reverse gains from vaccination and other pandemic control measures. The only way to reopen borders safely and avoid the stop-start uncertainty of previous attempts is to quickly put an end to the pandemic for all people and all economies. Policy cooperation in areas of trade in medical products, ramping up production of vaccines and therapeutics, and ensuring equitable access to them will be crucial in this regard.

  o **Reduce uncertainty at the borders.** The lack of at-the-border policy coordination has led to significant uncertainty for travellers and even the logistics personnel who make trade possible. Stop-start attempts at travel bubbles and uncoordinated green lanes add to, rather than reduce, this uncertainty. Policy coordination in mutual recognition, harmonising standards, sharing data, as well as establishing clear criteria for closing or reopening borders will eliminate confusion and reduce uncertainty at the border.

  o **A role for APEC.** APEC is in a unique position to contribute to the first two. Behind-the-border issues require policy cooperation, while at-the-border issues require policy coordination. APEC has various subfora on trade, standards, intellectual property, digital economy, health, life sciences, business mobility, human resources, tourism, transportation, and others. APEC also has close working relationships with other international organisations at the forefront of addressing the COVID-19 pandemic and safely reopening borders. All these can be brought to bear on this issue.

- Beyond COVID-19, APEC can be the forum where information sharing, objective risk analysis, and regional cooperation happen to prepare for future “black sky events” affecting the region. APEC already has the multisectoral structures that will enable cooperation wherever the black sky events may originate. APEC’s culture of informality, non-binding agreements, and drive towards consensus can enable it to be more nimble and responsive to new regional threats as they emerge, something that more formal and binding institutions may find difficult to do. This is an opportunity for
APEC to emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic as a more highly relevant, innovative and forward-looking international organisation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

“We will... explore ways to facilitate essential movement of people across borders, without undermining the efforts to prevent the spread of the virus.”

– APEC Ministers Responsible for Trade, July 2020

The COVID-19 pandemic is an unprecedented humanitarian and public health crisis that resulted in border policies that were once unthinkable. In order to prevent imported cases of COVID-19 from affecting local populations, all APEC economies implemented restrictions at the border. These measures include, but are not limited to, total or partial entry bans, pre-travel clearance, and other public health measures like COVID-19 testing and quarantine requirements. Nevertheless, APEC economies also allocated certain exemptions to allow essential travel and movement of essential people, and established alternative arrangements such as special lanes or treatment for travellers from lower-risk areas.

In May 2020, Korea initiated the “Proposal to review measures facilitating Essential Movement of People across borders” to (1) share information on facilitating cross-border movement of people, (2) identify common elements and lessons, and (3) discuss future steps as necessary. The proposal was endorsed in July 2020, and a survey on “Voluntary Exchange of Information on Measures Being Explored/Implemented by APEC Economies to Facilitate Essential Movement of People across Borders” was conducted in September 2020.1 As of February 2021, 18 APEC economies have responded to the survey. Complete survey responses are included in the Annex.

This report was initiated by Korea to build on the results of the survey conducted in late 2020. It discusses commonalities and differences in economies’ COVID-19 border policies based on survey responses in the next section. This is followed by a discussion of the economics of cross-border mobility, covering various types of cross-border movement and their contributions to trade and economic growth. A review of the effectiveness and impacts of cross-border closures follows. This report finally looks at ongoing regional and multilateral initiatives to facilitate cross-border movement and safe reopening, and provides discussion and recommendations to address the current crisis, as well as to prepare for future events that necessitate regional cross-border responses.

To contain the spread of COVID-19, APEC economies introduced travel restrictions such as border closures and quarantine orders. Recognising that travel restrictions could have negative impacts on economic activities, APEC economies have taken calculated measures to recalibrate their travel restrictions and reopen their borders. This section summarises the various travel restrictions implemented by APEC economies as reported by economies in the survey conducted in September 2020. It also discusses the various measures that APEC economies have taken to reinstate and facilitate essential travel.

The policy measures contained in this chapter reflect economies’ survey responses as of the 4th quarter of 2020. The policy measures contained here may have been modified, repealed, or extended by the time of this report’s publication. As of this writing, COVID-19 is an ongoing and evolving humanitarian, health, economic, and cross-border challenge. This chapter captures the initial border responses to the COVID-19 pandemic; it is not meant as an up-to-date reference for changing border policies.

**TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS**

All APEC economies have imposed some form of travel restrictions in response to COVID-19, but the coverage and extent of these restrictions vary from economy to economy. A number of economies banned the entry and/or transit of all non-residents into their jurisdictions. Short-term visas and visa-free access such as those issued for tourism and social visits were suspended in most economies. Some economies have also limited their citizens from traveling overseas and curtailed the number of international flights to minimise non-essential travel. Finally, in cases where international travel is allowed, various requirements such as health certificates, COVID-19 tests, and mandatory quarantine have been imposed.

**Increased border restrictions**

Two main border closure approaches are present in APEC: a “positive list” approach and a “negative list” approach. The goal of both approaches is what is called in public health as protective sequestration: measures to protect a healthy population from an infection by eliminating or minimising its chances of infecting the population. Most APEC economies used border restrictions using the more restrictive “positive list” approach, opting for a blanket entry ban that restricts most inbound travel for non-citizens and non-residents. To enable some travel, economies that used the “positive list” approach have slowly reopened their borders to inbound travel from selected areas, identifying other economies with low or acceptable COVID-19 risk and establishing fast track lanes and travel bubbles with these areas.

On the other hand, the “negative list” approach was taken by only three economies: Korea; Mexico; and the United States. Under this approach, international travel is still broadly allowed, albeit with additional public requirements such as tests or quarantines. Economies using the “negative list” approach identified areas that pose a high risk of COVID-19 and its variants, and restricted or banned inbound travel from those locations.
Fifteen economies that responded to the survey used a “positive list” approach, while only three used a “negative list” approach. Both approaches have had mixed success in containing the pandemic. Some economies that have imposed strict border restrictions still encountered periodic outbreaks. On the other hand, economies that allowed international travel to buoy their economy were later forced to implement more stringent measures to control outbreaks such as lockdowns or movement controls. A summary of the varied border control measures undertaken by APEC economies can be found in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Border Restrictions in APEC Economies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Border Restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Since February 1, 2020, Australia has progressively restricted travel to curb the introduction and spread of COVID-19 in Australia. In March 20, 2020, travel into Australia of all non-citizens was prohibited, with a limited number of exemptions. Moreover, from March 25, 2020, Australia has also implemented travel restrictions prohibiting its citizens and permanent residents from leaving Australia. Citizens and permanent residents who need to travel for essential reasons can apply for exit authorization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>On March 16, 2020, Brunei Darussalam imposed a travel ban, restricting non-essential travels to Brunei Darussalam to contain the spread of COVID-19. Citizens and residents of Brunei Darussalam were also banned from traveling out of Brunei, except for a number of urgent circumstances. All travel to and from Brunei Darussalam were subject to government approval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Canada has restricted inbound to travel to Canada, only permitting travel for non-discretionary and non-optional purposes. Travel into Canada for tourism, recreation, and entertainment purposes are not allowed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>At the time of the survey, only Chileans and foreigners residing regularly in the economy's territory could enter Chile. Entry to Chile was subject to adherence to protocols and other instructions established by health authorities. Chile also suspended entry of APEC Business Travel Card (ABTC) holders and reduced the issuance of ABTC, since in the economy's view, ABTC holders have the quality of tourists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>On March 26, 2020, China has temporarily suspended the entry into China of foreigners holding visas, residence permits, and APEC Business Travel Cards. Special visas such as port visas, transit visas, cruise visas, and tourism visas were also suspended. All visas issued before March 26, 2020 were invalidated. These restrictions do not affect entry of those who hold diplomatic, service, courtesy, or C visas. China continues its visa services to aliens who need to travel to China for economic, trade, scientific, technological, humanitarian, or emergency activities. Those who are issued visas after this period can enter China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>As of questionnaire response time, all non-residents coming from overseas economies and regions by plane will be denied entry to Hong Kong, China. Certain exemptions are given on exceptional grounds to allow certain personnel essential to the continued operation of the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
society or functioning of the economy, subject to stringent conditions on testing, self-isolation and movement based on risk assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Indonesia has imposed travel restrictions, limiting entry to Indonesia for Indonesian citizens and a limited number of individuals. Most foreigners were not allowed to travel to Indonesia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Japan restricted inbound travel of foreigners to Japan who have been to certain economies in the last 14 days. Japan used a positive list approach, banning entry to foreigners except for residency or business travel from specific economies, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Korea did not impose a blanket travel ban, and adopted a negative list travel ban, enumerating economies from which a travel ban applies. ABTC holders were permitted to enter Korea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Malaysia imposed a Movement Control Order (MCO), which restricted entry to and exit out of Malaysia for both its citizens and expatriates. Malaysia later introduced the Recovery Movement Control Order (RMCO), which provided some exemptions for travel, such as for expatriates, dependents, and maids.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Mexico has kept its borders open, and has only applied a border closure with the United States through a joint initiative with the US to restrict non-essential travel along the land border.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>New Zealand has closed its border to almost all travellers from March 19, 2020. Only New Zealand citizens and residents, as well as a number of exempted travellers, will be allowed to enter New Zealand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Peru has restricted international flights traveling into and out of Peru to control travel. This effectively reduced the number of inbound travellers to Peru. However, Peru has since reactivated visa issuance to allow the entry of foreign citizens entering Peru to comply with business, contractual, and other specialised technical assistance or other similar activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Russia established several temporary measures to limit the entry into the Russian Federation of foreign citizens and stateless people; as well as to restrict travel through land border crossings. Russia has also temporarily halted the registration and issuance of visas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore has implemented comprehensive border closures, barring most inbound travel and transit, except for its citizens and residents. However, it has slowly lifted some restrictions to facilitate short-term travel for essential business and official purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>Chinese Taipei has imposed a comprehensive travel ban, banning inbound travel for all foreigners. But, from June 29, 2020, people from other economies wishing to travel for reasons other than tourism and social visits may apply for a special entry permit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>While Thailand has imposed travel restrictions to curb COVID-19 transmission, the Thai government has slowly eased restrictions to encourage the essential movement of people and to facilitate essential business and official travels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| United States | On January 31, 2020, the US President issued "Proclamation on Suspension of Entry as Immigrants and Nonimmigrants of Persons who Pose a Risk of Transmitting 2019 Novel Coronavirus." The travel ban restricted entry from Brazil; China; Iran; the Schengen Area; the United Kingdom; and Ireland. Additional Presidential Proclamations were also
issued to suspend the entry of immigrants and nonimmigrants who would present a risk to the US labour market during economic recovery. Land border arrivals to and from Canada and/or Mexico are restricted to "essential travel" only. Routine visa services remain suspended in response to the pandemic, but people who have visa-free privileges to enter the US, except those in the restricted list, can enter the US.

Exemptions for essential travel

Noting that some services like healthcare and freight are essential for the economy, all APEC economies have applied considerations for essential travel. While APEC economies do not have a unified standard into what constitutes essential travel, they do share some general ideas and considerations on this area. This section summarises APEC economies’ approach to essential travel, showing similarities and differences in three main areas: geographical considerations, labour and business needs, and residency and family matters.

Geographical considerations

APEC economies account for 46% of the world’s land area, and feature a wide range of landscapes. As such, APEC economies have widely varied border situations. Some archipelagic economies do not have land borders, whereas other economies feature exclaves that rely on border crossings to receive goods and other essentials. Seaports and airports located in another jurisdiction likewise could be vital links for certain communities. For example, as of end-2019, Papua New Guinea has regular international flights to only four other APEC economies — Australia; Hong Kong, China; the Philippines; and Singapore — so any entry or transit restrictions in these economies will have an impact on travel to and from Papua New Guinea.

Economies need to be cognizant of the impact that border and facility restrictions might have, and try to keep them open to freight and other transit travellers. Economies with discontiguous territories like the United States and Chile have worked with their neighbours to establish exemptions for land-based travellers who need to enter another economy’s territory to complete land-based travel. The US and Canada have an ongoing agreement to allow American citizens and residents to drive through Canada for travels between Alaska and the other 48 US states provided that they adhere to strict protocols. Chile likewise emphasised that its airport facilities are open to transit passengers who are passing through Chile to reach another economy, and has established a travel ban exemption with Argentina for travellers who need to enter to reach areas in the discontiguous Patagonia. Malaysia restricted its entry points to only a handful of airports, but included its two land border crossings into Singapore as part of its list of permitted entry points. This could provide a vital land link between Singapore and Malaysia, given that Singapore shares its only land borders with Malaysia. New Zealand has also allowed citizens of Samoa, Tonga, and other Pacific Islands to enter New Zealand for essential reasons such as using New Zealand as a transit point or to acquire essential goods. In these cases, economies have worked to develop exemptions and protocols to ensure that remote and cross-border communities will not be adversely hit by travel restrictions.

---

A summary of travel exemptions and restrictions considering geographical requirements can be seen in Table 2.2. While geographical considerations can expand the list of travellers exempted from the travel ban, economies have also used geographical considerations such as restricting transit options and filtering all arriving flights to certain ports of entry to restrict travel. While these measures are helpful in reducing the risk of spreading COVID-19, they could also make traveling more onerous and inconvenient for inbound travellers.

### Table 2.2: Travel Exemptions and Restrictions Based on Geographical Considerations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Geographical Considerations for Travel Exemptions and Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>Travellers en route to Brunei Darussalam are only permitted to transit through an economy with an equivalent or lower COVID-19 risk category as assessed by the Ministry of Health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Canada has special provisions available for travellers coming from the US who need to travel to Canada to reach the mainland United States or Alaska. Travellers allowed to pass by Canada are expected to adhere to strict travel protocol such as minimising contact with Canadians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Travel restrictions will not affect the entry or exit of people who enter Chile with the sole purpose of transiting to a foreign economy. Air transit passengers must remain in the transit area. Chile has a reciprocity arrangement with Argentina that allows the transit of Chileans and Argentinians through land border crossings in the discontiguous Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>China suspended special visa categories for visitors to certain areas such as Hainan. Visa exemptions for tourist visitors from Southeast Asia to these special regions are suspended until further notice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>At the time of the survey, while inbound travellers from China; Macao; or Chinese Taipei are allowed to enter Hong Kong, China, non-residents coming from China; Macao; or Chinese Taipei who have been overseas in the past 14 days will be denied entry to Hong Kong, China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Inbound travellers to Indonesia must arrive at designated ports of entry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Some flights from China and Korea can only arrive in designated airports (Narita International Airport and Kansai International Airport).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Malaysia restricted entry to the economy through a handful of airports, as well as through its two land borders with Singapore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Mexico has kept its air and sea ports of entry open. However, Mexico currently has travel restrictions in place for travellers using the land border with the United States. This is to limit land-based travel to and from the United States to essential purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>New Zealand allows citizens of Samoa and Tonga to enter New Zealand to transit through the economy, or for other essential purposes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Labour and business needs

Over the past decades, many APEC economies have welcomed foreign workers as a means to complement their local workforce. Meanwhile, other APEC economies have become net labour exporters, and leveraged on the remittances of these overseas workers as a key contributor to
Cross-border mobility in the APEC region

The current public health crisis has complicated cross-border labour mobility around the region. In response to the pandemic, some labour-export oriented economies have restricted the emigration of their own professionals to meet domestic needs in critical sectors such as in agriculture and healthcare. Moreover, border restrictions could make it difficult for essential travellers to receive entry approval in their destinations, or to even transit through other intermediary points. While all APEC economies mentioned that travel related to critical labour and business needs will be allowed, each economy has its own definition of what types of travel and occupations are considered essential, further contributing to the uncertain climate faced by workers and businesses.

A summary of provisions that allow travellers to move for business and labour purposes can be found in Table 2.3. The vast majority of economies have defined essential workers as those involved in the provision of basic services such as medical services, telecommunications, supply chain logistics, aged care, agriculture, food production, maritime shipping, transportation maintenance, diplomatic or consular functions, and utility services. However, some economies like Australia; Canada; Hong Kong, China; and New Zealand have gone further than these basic services, including sectors they deem are strategic to their economic recovery. Australia mentioned that they would consider those working in financial technology, media and television production, and large-scale manufacturing as crucial to their economic recovery, hence treating them as essential travellers. Malaysia highlighted that they would allow expatriates, as well as their dependents and domestic workers, to enter Malaysia if they have obtained pass approval application. On the other hand, other economies like the United States issued a suspension to the entry of immigrants and non-immigrants who may pose a risk to their domestic labour market during economic recovery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Travel Exemptions for Labour and Business Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Australia has travel ban exemptions for those involved in crucial sectors. Among the people exempted from the travel ban include those traveling at the invitation of the Australian Government, those providing critical or specialist medical services, those involved in the supply of essential goods and services (including primary sectors, food production, and logistics), and those involved in sectors critical to Australia’s economic recovery (such as financial technology, film, media, and television production, and emerging technology).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>All foreigners planning to enter Brunei Darussalam must apply for an Entry Travel Pass (ETP) before their intended departure to enter Brunei Darussalam. ETP may be issued for essential business travel as well as official government travel. ETP applicants must have a local sponsor, who will be responsible for applying for the traveller’s behalf. The sponsor must also cover costs associated to travel such as post-arrival COVID-19 tests, quarantine arrangements, and transport arrangements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Canada exempts the following people from travel restrictions: licensed healthcare professionals with proof of employment; and any other person whose, in the opinion of the Minister of Immigration, Refugees, and Citizenship; Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness; or Minister of Foreign Affairs; is in Canada' interest. Public Safety Canada maintains a non-exhaustive list of essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Exemptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Chile does not apply the travel bans on people involved in ferrying cargo to and from the economy, foreign companion of people with disabilities, foreign aircraft crews, and other personnel sent to Chile for humanitarian, diplomatic, or official missions. Foreigners who, for reasons that cannot be postponed, must enter the economy for business management purposes, can apply for a travel exemption by applying for a letter for safe conduct issued by Chile’s various diplomatic and consular missions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>China's travel restrictions do not cover diplomatic, service, courtesy, or C visa holders. Those who need to travel to China can apply for visas, which can be used to enter China.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Hong Kong, China | Hong Kong, China exempts the following people from the travel restrictions:  
  (a) those who are exempted from compulsory quarantine due to necessary for the supply of goods or services required for the normal operation of HKC or the daily needs of the people of HKC; necessary for governmental operation; necessary for the protection of the safety or health of the people of HKC or the handling of the public health emergency;  
  (b) those exceptional case that serves the public interest of HKC; and  
  (c) those who are necessary for purposes relating to manufacturing operations, business activities or provision of professional services in the interest of HKC’s economic development. |
<p>| Indonesia | Indonesia has exemptions for foreigners who hold Indonesian Diplomatic or Service Visa or Stay Permits; medical, food, and humanitarian aid support workers; crew of means of transport; and people whose travel is associated with essential work for strategic projects such as infrastructure or construction. |
| Japan     | While most foreigners are barred entry to Japan, foreigners who are issued travel visas will be allowed entry to Japan. Japan has a special “business track” entry system that facilitates the entry of business people who need to enter Japan for crucial work purposes. |
| Korea     | Korea bans the entry of foreigners entering Korea for tourism and other simple visits that cannot be considered to be entry for absolutely necessary reasons. APEC Business Travel Card holders who are granted pre-clearance can enter Korea without the need to apply for a separate visa. Other business people are also eligible for travel exemptions to enter Korea. |
| Malaysia  | Malaysia allows expatriates as well as their dependent/s and maid/s to enter Malaysia. Entry is subject to receiving pass approval. Expatriates within Malaysia who need to travel overseas but have plans to return to Malaysia need to apply for an Approval to Exit and Return to Malaysia from the Immigration Department. As of March 2021, there are six pass categories to which entry can be granted. These cover certain long-term residents, employment pass holders, short-term professional visitors, and foreign maids for expatriates. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Mexico did not have an inbound travel ban for people arriving via airports and seaports. For people entering Mexico through the US-Mexico border, Mexico allow foreigners to enter their territory provided that the purpose of their visit is essential (i.e. not tourist or recreational in nature). Inbound travellers are expected to furnish evidence of the essential nature of their visit and resident status in Mexico, if applicable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>New Zealand permits the entry of diplomats who hold a post in New Zealand as well as other travellers entering New Zealand for a critical purpose. Some people considered to travel for critical reasons include critical health and disability workers, ship crew, and certain types of work visa holders (high-skilled, mid-skilled, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Peru has resumed the issuance of visas to accommodate visitors traveling to Peru for business purposes. Furthermore, Peru also allows the entry of people who hold APEC Business Travel Cards, and has resumed issuance of the card.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Russia has enumerated a list of people whose movement are not subject to the temporary general restrictions on movement across borders. These include: those accredited or appointed to work in diplomatic missions, consular offices, and international organizations in the Russian Federation; drivers and crew members of air, sea, river, road freight, and locomotive transport; employees of intergovernmental courier communications; people involved in the commissioning and maintenance of foreign-made equipment; people employed as highly qualified specialists; people who participate in sports events; among others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore allows the entry of individuals entering Singapore for essential purposes, such as for work in critical sectors. In most cases, inbound travellers must receive pre-approval from immigration authorities before traveling to Singapore. For employed workers in Singapore, their employers must receive entry approval before they can travel to Singapore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>Chinese Taipei permits entry to visitors who are travelling to conduct diplomatic or official business, fulfil commercial and contractual obligations, visit and join family, undergo internships and training, attend international conferences or trade fairs, conduct international exchanges, fulfil volunteer obligations, do religious proselytisation, utilise working holidays, participate in youth exchange, and engage in employment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Thailand exempts the following people from its travel ban: persons on official diplomatic or consular missions and their immediate family, persons involved in the carriages of goods; and vehicle operators and crew members of vehicles (such as trucks, ships, and airplanes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Those carrying US diplomatic visas and select immigrant classifications are exempt from the travel restriction. Furthermore, the US also has waivers for individuals considered mission critical and those that are found to be in the economy's interest. These waivers allow travel to the US from areas restricted by Presidential Proclamations. The only entities currently issuing these waivers are the Department of Homeland Security/Customs and Border Protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Residency and familial matters

The last broad consideration that APEC economies have on essential travel are those pertaining to residency and familial matters. APEC travel exemptions linked to residency status and familial reasons are summarized in Table 2.4. The main difference on how economies implement these considerations is the requirement for entry permits. In some economies, no other documents are needed for residents to enter the territory. However, other economies require prior travel clearance before they are allowed to enter. Most APEC economies generally allow their permanent residents to return home, although some economies have temporarily restricted the entry of permanent residents. Other economies also temporarily ban the entry of people granted permanent residency in the destination economy but have not yet entered the economy. In addition to permanent residents, APEC economies also allow the entry of students enrolled in educational institutions within their jurisdictions. While permanent residents and other residency permit holders are allowed to travel, they may be subject to more limitations and costs associated with travel. For example, while some economies like Singapore subsidise or fully cover the costs of testing and quarantine for returning citizens, foreigners residing in the host economies may be required to shoulder the costs of testing and quarantine.

On top of considerations on residency status, some economies like Australia and New Zealand have extended travel exemptions to include immediate family members of citizens and permanent residents. However, not all economies are liberal with their approach on handling travel requests by family members of permanent residents: some economies automatically allow family members to enter the economy without prior clearance, while other economies require permanent residents to apply for entry permits of behalf of their family members. One of the more liberal provisions are granted by Canada: they automatically allow both immediate and extended family members of Canadian citizens and permanent residents to enter Canada. Likewise, Russia automatically grants entry permission for family members traveling to Russia in connection with the death of a close relative or the need to care for other close relatives. Thailand also allows parents of students enrolled in Thai educational institutions to enter the economy. In other economies, family members of residency permit holders are not automatically granted entry permit, and would need to apply for travel exemptions.

Table 2.4. Travel Exemptions for Residency and Familial Matters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Travel Exemptions for Residency and Familial Matters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Permanent residents and citizens can return to Australia. Travel exemptions for compassionate reasons, such as attending a funeral of a loved one or seeking medical treatment, are also granted on a case-to-case basis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>Entry Travel Pass (ETP) may be issued to students studying in Brunei Darussalam or individuals who are undergoing medical treatment in Brunei Darussalam. On a case-to-case basis, Brunei Darussalam also issues ETP for compassionate and other special circumstances for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Immediate and extended family members of Canadian citizens and permanent residents; foreign citizens with study and work permits (subject to various conditions); and foreign citizens entering Canada for compassionate reasons are allowed to enter Canada.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Chile allows family members of Chilean citizens and residents regularly residing in Chile to enter the economy. These include children of Chilean citizens and residents, spouses of or people with Civil Union Agreement with a person residing in Chile. In general, most of these travellers do not need an entry permit to enter Chile. However, for cases not covered by these general regulations, people can apply for a letter of safe conduct at a Chilean diplomatic or consular mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>China has temporarily suspended the entry of foreigners holding resident permits and visas. However, travellers who need to enter China for special circumstances can apply to for visas. Those who acquire new visas after March 26, 2020 will be allowed to enter China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>Hong Kong, China residents and their spouses and minor children can enter the economy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Foreigners who hold Indonesian Temporary Stay Permits or Permanent Stay Permits are allowed to enter Indonesia. Foreigners can also be granted exception to enter Indonesian territory, pending compliance with certain requirements such as mandatory quarantine or COVID-19 tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>On September 25, 2020, the government of Japan has allowed various categories of residents such as &quot;student,&quot; &quot;dependent,&quot; and others to enter Japan from October 1, 2020, under the condition that such permitted individuals will observe quarantine measures. However, the number of people permitted to enter Japan will be restricted by a quota.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Korea has travel exemptions for urgent family visits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Malaysia can grant entry approval for dependents and long-term social visitors of expatriates in Malaysia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Residents of Mexico are allowed entry to Mexico. Family members of Mexican citizens and residents are likewise allowed entry to Mexico.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Partners and family members of New Zealand citizens and residents are allowed to enter New Zealand. New Zealand extends these considerations to partners and dependent children of work or student visa holders. Finally, New Zealand also allows the entry of people for other humanitarian reasons, subject to approval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>People who hold valid visas can enter Peru.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>People traveling to Russia for familial or compassionate reasons are also exempted from the travel ban. People can enter Russia in connection with medical treatment or to live with close relatives (spouses, parents, children, adopted parents, adopted children). Guardians and carers are also eligible for travel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore permanent residents are allowed to enter Singapore. Singapore has also established a Periodic Commuting Arrangement (PCA) with Malaysia that allows citizens and permanent residents of Malaysia with a valid work pass to enter Singapore for business and work purposes. Malaysian citizens who are permanent residents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cross-border measures under COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>working in Singapore</td>
<td>are also eligible for the PCA. Under this scheme, employers can apply for the PCA on behalf of their employees. PCA travellers can return to Malaysia for short-term leave after working for at least 90 days in Singapore.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>Chinese Taipei allows foreign people who possesses an Alien Residency Certificate to enter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Thailand allows several people to travel to Thailand, including immediate relatives (spouses, parents, children) of Thai citizens, persons with residency status in Thailand, students in Thai educational institutions, persons seeking medical treatment in Thailand (except for COVID-19), and other persons granted permissions to enter into Thailand under special arrangements with other economies. In most cases, Thailand also allows immediate relatives and guardians of people exempted from the travel ban to accompany them to Thailand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>The US has travel ban exemptions for US citizens, lawful permanent residents, and select visa and immigrant classifications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other considerations**

APEC economies also have pathways to petition other forms of travel exemptions from the aforementioned categories. For cases that are not automatically granted travel exemption, APEC economies have established dedicated portals catering to travellers who need to apply for pre-travel clearance. The Australian Department of Home Affairs’ website launched a purpose-built service delivery platform that handles travel exemptions, typically deciding on inward travel requests within seven days, and outward travel requests within 48 hours. China offers visa applications for aliens intending to enter China for necessary economic, trade, scientific, technological, or emergency humanitarian needs in its respective embassies and consulates. Chinese Taipei offers a wider range of allowable travel activities, such as to fulfil volunteer obligations, to do religious proselytisation, to attend international conferences, to undergo internships and training, to and utilise working holidays.

**Testing and quarantine measures**

Almost all APEC economies require inbound travellers to complete a set of public health requirements, including quarantine orders and COVID-19 tests (typically RT-PCR, or reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction) to enter their jurisdiction. These requirements are summarised in Table 2.5. For people yet to depart for the economy, the standard set of requirements typically includes a negative COVID-19 test result taken prior to departure. Some economies are flexible with test results, allowing negative COVID-19 results from as far as five days prior to departure. On the other hand, others like Japan require inbound travellers to receive a negative test result at the airport. For those whose travels are not covered in the general exemptions, they must also show travel permission granted by the destination economy. However, some economies included other requirements: Thailand required non-Thai citizens to have insurance guaranteeing coverage of healthcare and COVID-19 related treatment expenses. Moreover, several economies like Canada; Mexico; and Peru explicitly require inbound travellers to wear face masks during their travel.
Table 2.5: Quarantine and Other Health Requirements for Inbound Travellers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Quarantine and Other Requirements for Inbound Travellers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Australia</strong></td>
<td>All travellers arriving in Australia, including citizens, must quarantine for 14 days at a designated facility, such as a hotel in their port of arrival.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brunei Darussalam</strong></td>
<td>Foreigners must undergo COVID-19 PCR RT at medical centres recognised by the government of the economy of departure at least 72 hours before departure. They must also undergo another COVID-19 PCR RT Swab Test on Day 1 or Day 5 of arrival, which is to be covered by their sponsors. Travellers must download the BruHealth App before entering Brunei. Finally, travellers are required to do mandatory self-isolation between 2 to 14 days after arriving in Brunei Darussalam. Dates of self-isolation are variable based on the risk assessments of the Ministry of Health on the port of origin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canada</strong></td>
<td>All travellers to Canada, except certain refugee claimants, must be asymptomatic to enter Canada. Before travel, foreign citizens traveling by air need to pass a health check conducted by airlines before being allowed to board the flight. They are also required to wear a non-medical mask or face covering during travel. Travellers arriving in Canada are subject to a mandatory 14 day quarantine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chile</strong></td>
<td>Travellers authorized to enter Chilean territory have to comply with a mandatory quarantine of 14 days, in a place of their choosing or in a sanitary residence made available by the government. COVID-19 PCR tests can also be used to shorten quarantine period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China</strong></td>
<td>Aliens and Chinese citizens overseas taking flights to China are required to take COVID nucleic acid tests within 5 days before boarding date. Arriving passengers are required to comply with regulations such as testing, quarantine, medical observation, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hong Kong, China</strong></td>
<td>At the time of survey, all inbound travellers to Hong Kong, China (unless being exempted by the Government of Hong Kong, China) are subject to compulsory COVID-19 nucleic acid tests and quarantine at home or designated accommodations. Inbound travellers coming by air travel from specified high-risk places 14 days before arrival must also have a negative COVID-19 nucleic test taken within 72 hours before departure and a confirmation of room reservation in a designated quarantine hotel in Hong Kong for a specified period (depending on the places visited and the vaccination history) on the day of arrival.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indonesia</strong></td>
<td>Before travel, inbound travellers must have a negative COVID-19 PCR valid within 3 days before departure and possess return tickets. Travellers entering Indonesia are expected to follow the health protocol, restrictions on mode of transport, and the mandatory 14 day quarantine in government facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Japan</strong></td>
<td>All inbound travellers from travel-restricted regions are required to undergo COVID-19 PCR tests upon arrival. Furthermore, all inbound travellers to Japan, regardless of travel history, are requested to wait for 14 days at a location designated by the quarantine station chief and to refrain from using public transportation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Requirements and Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Residents and foreigners entering Korea must undergo a 14-day quarantine period (either self-quarantine or at a government-designated facility) and COVID-19 diagnostic tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Travellers entering Malaysia are required to download and install the “MySejahtera” mobile application to facilitate contract tracing, and are subject to a mandatory quarantine. The period of the quarantine varies can be either 7 or 10 days, depending on whether the traveller has completed a PCR COVID-19 test 3 days before leaving for Malaysia. Travellers without a PCR COVID-19 test are subjected to a longer quarantine. The cost of the quarantine shall be borne by the traveller, and travellers who fail to pay monies due to government will have their pass cancelled, will be denied entry, and will be blacklisted in the immigration system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>At all ports of entry and exits, travellers are required to wear masks and undergo health checks to verify if they are infected or have symptoms of COVID-19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Most travellers entering New Zealand, except those from certain economies with low/no COVID-19 incidence and those traveling with certain airlines, are required to take pre-departure testing before being allowed to board. All non-residents except those holding diplomatic permits are required to ask permission from New Zealand before being allowed to travel to the territory. Every person who arrives in New Zealand must enter a government-managed isolation and quarantine facility for a minimum period of 14 days, and are required to take COVID-19 tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Passengers entering Peru must fill out an &quot;Electronic Affidavit on Health Condition of Passenger and Commitment to be Confined or Quarantine&quot; within 72 hours from the flight time. They are required to wear a mask and maintain social distancing upon arrival.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Travellers bound for Russia must take a COVID-19 PCR RT test 3 days prior to departure. Upon arrival in Russia, foreigners can either take another COVID-19 test, or undertake 14-days self-isolation. These requirements are subject to change depending on the current epidemiological situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Inbound travellers to Singapore are subject to a variety of entry measures. Singapore has tiered entry requirements for travellers from economies with varied risk assessment levels. While Singapore allows travellers from some economies to travel to Singapore without the need for a COVID-19 PCR RT test, Singapore requires all travellers to take a COVID-19 PCR RT test upon arrival in Singapore. Singapore also has stay-home quarantine notice ranging from 7 to 14 days depending on the economy of departure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>Foreigners are required to submit a negative COVID-19 PCR RT test taken within 3 previous working days before departure. Moreover, foreign travellers must also complete the &quot;Quarantine System for Entry&quot; form before boarding, and are required to undergo a 14-day period of quarantine after arrival, either at their homes or in a dedicated facility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Prior to arriving in Thailand, non-Thai citizens must have an insurance policy covering COVID-19 treatment expenses and a coverage of at</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
least 100,000 USD. They must also show proof of paid quarantine accommodations, and acquire medical certificates and a negative COVID-19 PCR RT test result issued no more than 72 hours before traveling. Upon arriving in Thailand, all non-Thai citizens are required to undergo entry screening for COVID-19 symptoms at point of entry, a quarantine of no less than 14 days at designated places, and two COVID-19 PCR RT tests taken during the period of quarantine.

| United States | International travellers arriving in the US are subject to a variety of self-quarantine and other health related measures, as determined by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and/or regional public health officials. Travellers are encouraged to visit the CDC website at www.cdc.gov/COVIDtravel. |

Upon arrival, inbound travellers are typically required to serve quarantine notice, provide basic contact information, and/or download mobile contact tracing apps. Quarantine regimes vary across economies: some economies allow inbound travellers to quarantine at their respective homes or other pre-arranged accommodations. On the other hand, other economies like Singapore and New Zealand impose strict quarantine requirements towards all inbound travellers, requiring them to quarantine at government-determined facilities; home quarantine is not allowed. The standard quarantine period is 14 days, although some economies have adjusted the time period depending on the perceived risk. Quarantine periods can last up to 21 days. During quarantine, travellers are also required to take further COVID-19 tests, and must return a negative result before the end of their quarantine period before release. Travellers that test positive during this observation period are referred for COVID-19 treatment and prolonged isolation.

**MEASURES TO FACILITATE ESSENTIAL TRAVEL**

To facilitate short-term travel for essential business and other official purposes, economies have explored ways to reduce time, costs, and uncertainties related to essential travel. The first main area that economies have worked on to facilitate essential travel is general cost reduction, both in monetary costs and in time spent in isolation. The responses of APEC economies in reducing costs and length of quarantine are outlined in Table 2.6. To reduce the costs associated with essential travel, APEC economies have progressively expanded the list of travellers who are not required to seek travel authorisation before being allowed to enter their economy. By offering a broader range of situations eligible for automatic travel clearance, APEC economies make it easier and cheaper for certain categories of people to travel. APEC economies have attempted to harmonise the approval process for essential travel, offering one-stop-shops to complete requirements such as COVID-19 tests and entry permit applications. Australia and New Zealand established dedicated websites that handle travel exemption requests and decide on them as soon as possible, expediting mobility for essential travellers. In addition, in most APEC economies, pre-departure COVID-19 tests are extended to people going to jurisdictions that require it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Measures Taken to Mitigate Costs and Quarantine Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Individuals apply for travel exemptions via a purpose-built service delivery platform available on the Department of Home Affairs'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6. Measures Taken to Mitigate Costs and Quarantine Time
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>Foreigners traveling to Brunei Darussalam must have a domestic sponsor who will handle Entry Travel Pass applications and other logistics related to travel. Quarantine times are variable, ranging from 2 to 14 days depending on the risk assessment of the Ministry of Health. Brunei Darussalam is considering facilitating the travel of APEC Business Travel Card (ABTC) holders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>On a case-to-case basis, Canada can remove or shorten the quarantine period for travellers who traveling for emergencies or other short-term visits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Since October 20, 2020, Chile exempts people with a negative COVID-19 PCR test from mandatory quarantine provided that the test result is not older than 72 hours from the moment of entry to Chile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Since September, China has progressively allowed visa and residency permit holders to enter China upon compliance with several regulations. Those with expired visas can reapply for new visas, provided that their reason to enter China has remained unchanged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>Hong Kong, China exempts certain categories of people from the compulsory quarantine requirement if they are identified by the government of Hong Kong, China as essential for the operation of society and the economy, and for ensuring an uninterrupted supply of all daily necessities to the public. Hong Kong, China has also been maintaining close communication with the relevant authorities in China and Macao to discuss the resumption of cross-boundary people flow among the three places in a gradual and orderly manner having regard to the latest epidemic situation. Furthermore, since mid-June 2020, Hong Kong, China has been in talks with other economies that have relatively stable epidemic situation and close economic and trade relations with Hong Kong, China to explore the establishment of travel bubbles, with a view to resuming cross-border travel in a gradual and orderly manner while balancing the need to protect public health and avoiding importation of cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Indonesia has implemented and activated Travel Corridor Arrangements with other economies like China, Korea, and the United Arab Emirates since August 2020. Indonesia is also exploring a Travel Corridor Arrangement among other ASEAN member economies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Japan announced &quot;Phased Measures for Resuming Cross-Border Travel&quot; whereby it established a special quota pertaining to cross-border business travellers and others for entry into and departure from Japan. This has two tracks: business track, which enables limited business activities during the 14-day quarantine period, and the residence track, which requires compliance with a 14-day quarantine period. Foreigners not covered by this measure can apply for an appropriate visas to be allowed entry to Japan. This measure is suspended as of January 14, 2021.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Korea is exploring bilateral arrangements called the Fast Track Procedure (Special Entry Procedure) with various economies to allow business people to carry out economic activities upon arrival in Korea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Without the 14-day quarantine. Korea has Quarantine Exemption Certificates available for people holding A-1 (Diplomat), A-2 (Government Official), or A-3 (Agreement) visas and those who have received the Quarantine Exemption Certificate issued by a Korean Embassy prior to arrival in Korea. Quarantine exemption can be issued for those visiting for important and urgent business activities, academic events, matter of public interests, or other humanitarian reasons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Since December 2020, Malaysia has shortened its mandatory quarantine period from 14 days down to 10 days. This decision was made after considering studies of clinical reports and global best practices. The mandatory quarantine period is further shorted to 7 days for entrants with who have taken a PCR COVID-19 test abroad prior to departure to Malaysia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Mexico generally does not impose restrictions for travel, except for those entering Mexico through land borders. For land travellers entering Mexico for essential purposes, they may be required to furnish evidence of the essential nature of their travel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>New Zealand has provisions for a small number of persons to be exempted from managed isolation and quarantine. Such exemptions could be granted for aircrew and maritime crew and other people with serious medical conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>As of October 5, 2020, has resumed flights to and from certain destinations. These include Bolivia (La Paz and Santa Cruz), Chile (Santiago), Colombia, (Bogota, Cali, and Medellin), Ecuador (Guayaquil and Quito), Panama (Panama City), Paraguay (Asuncion), and Uruguay (Montevideo). The reinstatement of such flights are expected to reduce travel costs by providing a more direct link between cities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Russia has allowed a number of essential travellers to enter Russia for work or for humanitarian reasons. For people entering Russia for work, the federal executive authority responsible for the area of occupation compiles a list of relevant people to the Federal Security Service and the Ministry of Internal Affairs to exempt certain people from the ongoing travel ban.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore has relaxed travel requirements such as shorter quarantine periods from travellers coming from certain economies. Singapore also has Reciprocal Green/Fast Lanes (RGL) with a number of economies to facilitate short-term essential travel. Under this regime, short-term essential travellers could travel to Singapore without a 14-day quarantine, subject to pre-departure and post-arrival COVID-19 tests and a controlled 14-day itinerary supervised by the host company or government agency. To facilitate outbound travel from Singapore, travellers can take a pre-departure COVID-19 PCR test from designated clinics and testing centres to travel to economies that require such tests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>Chinese Taipei has exempted certain visitors, such as personnel on official or diplomatic business, migrant workers, and students, from acquiring a negative COVID-19 test before departure. Travellers on emergency purposes and crewmembers of vessels are also exempted from COVID-19 tests. Finally, Chinese Taipei has also granted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Cross-border measures under COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>automatic 30-day visa extensions for foreigners to account for border control measures and flight bans. Thailand has issued a number of measures to expedite essential travel into Thailand. Firstly, it has issued Certificate of Entry to systematically screen for COVID-19-free and essential travellers to enter Thailand. Secondly, it has arranged flights for non-Thai citizens permitted to enter Thailand. Finally, it has allowed APEC Business Travel Card Holders from selected economies (as of survey date, 10: Australia; China; Hong Kong, China; Japan; Malaysia; New Zealand; Singapore; South Korea; Chinese Taipei; and Viet Nam) to enter Thailand. From July 9 to October 8, 2020, Thailand has allowed 22,361 non-Thai citizens to travel to Thailand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Travellers can apply for a waiver to enter the United States. US Customs and Border Protection waiver authority is applied at US ports of entry or at preclearance locations. The US also provides emergency and mission-critical visa services as they are able: applicants must follow the guidance of their nearest embassy or consulate to schedule an emergency appointment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quarantine requirements are a significant contributor to time and costs for travel, and economies have worked towards reducing quarantine requirements. In Russia, people with negative COVID-19 tests are exempted from quarantine. Travellers entering Malaysia could have their mandatory quarantine period shortened from 10 days to 7 days if they have taken a PCR Covid-19 test 3 days before departing for Malaysia. Some APEC economies have granted quarantine exemptions for certain categories of travellers.

Exemptions from quarantine requirements typically fall into two main categories: travel purpose and travel history. Exemptions pertaining to travel purpose are typically based on economic reasons such as entry of essential workers. Hong Kong, China grants quarantine exemptions for those whose entry are necessary for the supply of daily essential goods and services in the economy. Japan and Korea have limited exemptions for short-term business travellers in essential sectors. In addition to economic reasons, other economies like Canada consider quarantine exemptions on a limited basis for people traveling for humanitarian reasons.

Regarding travel history, some economies have lowered quarantine requirements for travellers from areas with low or minimal COVID-19 risks. Singapore has exempted quarantine requirements from areas with low risk of COVID-19 transmission such as Australia; Brunei Darussalam; New Zealand; and Viet Nam, and is exploring reciprocal fast travel lanes and travel bubbles with these economies. Brunei Darussalam likewise has shorter quarantine requirements and less testing requirements for people arriving from areas with low perceived COVID-19 risks: quarantine time can be as short as 2 days depending on the economy of departure. Malaysia and Singapore have also established a periodic commuting scheme that allow citizens and permanent residents to travel across land checkpoints for work-related and family-oriented purposes, but on a low frequency basis. Korea implemented special entry procedures for businesspeople from China; Indonesia; Japan; Singapore; and the United Arab Emirates traveling for short-term purposes.

Another significant factor impeding the ability of economies to promote essential travel are unclear and ever-changing regulations. As seen in Table 2.7, almost all APEC economies have
made travel information available online. However, many economies lack a portal dedicated to travel enquiries during pandemic times. Only some APEC economies like Australia; Canada; New Zealand; and Singapore have one-stop websites that offer the most up-to-date travel information and handle requests for travel exemptions. By consolidating and disseminating updated travel requirements and restrictions, APEC economies could make traveling easier for people with essential purpose to travel. Furthermore, by consolidating regional information on permissible forms of essential travel, APEC could make it easier for people to apply for certain travel exemptions granted by economies.

Table 2.7 Measures Taken by APEC Economies to Improve Transparency and Information Sharing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Measures Taken to Improve Transparency and Information Sharing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Australia has a dedicated COVID-19 website with information for prospective travellers. On September 17, 2020, the Department of Home Affairs published the Australia Border Force Commissioner's Inwards Decision Making Statement and other related documents to increase transparency about how Australia decides on requests for travel exemptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>Brunei Darussalam has a dedicated travel portal outlined updated and detailed guidelines to enter and exit Brunei Darussalam. See <a href="http://www.pmo.gov.bn/travelportal">http://www.pmo.gov.bn/travelportal</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Canada maintains several online portals that update travellers of current travel restriction measures and requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Chile has an online portal that uploads some relevant information about ongoing travel bans and restrictions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>China has progressively introduced online visa applications to facilitate the issuance of visas. Diplomatic missions handling visa applications detail the relevant travel documents and procedures required for travel to China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>Hong Kong, China maintains a unified portal dedicated to COVID-19 travel restrictions and information. (<a href="https://www.coronavirus.gov.hk/">https://www.coronavirus.gov.hk/</a>) Travel restrictions and requirements are clearly detailed and updated on a regular basis. Furthermore, the portal is available in several languages, including Hindi, Nepali, Urdu, Thai, Bahasa Indonesia, Tagalog, Burmese, Bengali, Vietnamese, and Simplified and Traditional Chinese.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Indonesia has some COVID-19 related information published on various webpages, such as embassy websites and other ministry portals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Korea has consolidated some travel guidelines on dedicated online portals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>The Immigration Department of Malaysia provides updates on travel measures and limitations at its website:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Mexico has several websites detailing the most up-to-date travel restrictions and requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>Peru has listed some of its travel requirements and protocols on various websites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Russia maintains an online portal that updates the public on the current epidemiological situation and amendments to measures currently in place: <a href="http://publication.pravo.gov.ru">http://publication.pravo.gov.ru</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>Chinese Taipei maintains an updated and detailed information for people travelling to the economy. Updated information can be found at the website of the Bureau of Consular Affairs (BOCA) at <a href="https://www.boca.gov.tw/cp-220-5691-aa1c3-2.html">https://www.boca.gov.tw/cp-220-5691-aa1c3-2.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Thailand is currently working on implementing an online registration for Certificate of Entry and expanding Thailand's e-Visa system to screen and facilitate more inbound travel.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cross-border mobility encompasses all forms of movement across borders. Although many things such as goods, services, data, ideas, and money flow across borders, the lynchpin of cross-border mobility are people. Various transporters such as drivers, seafarers, and pilots carry goods across borders. Service providers, both white-collar (i.e. consultants, researchers, trainers, medical staff) and blue-collar (i.e. construction workers, domestic workers) travel to deliver their services. Mismatch on the demand and supply for technical staff, such as those working in tech and data sectors, could also be mitigated by the cross-border mobility of people. Finally, migrants working in other geographic locales can introduce new ideas and economic activities in their host communities, as well as generate financial remittances and cultural returns for their home.

Cross-border flows generate massive economic benefits and contribute to a large portion of global GDP. An estimate in 2012 shows that the flows of goods, services, and finance reached USD 26 trillion globally, equivalent to 36% of global GDP. This amount was 1.5 times larger than the global GDP in 1990. Further estimates from the same study expected that the global flows contributed around USD 250 billion to USD 450 billion of growth to global GDP each year. In 2017, gross trade in services alone totalled USD 5.1 trillion while trade in goods accounted for USD 17.3 trillion globally, although trade in services grew 60% faster than goods traded over the past decade.

Cross-border data flows are also generating massive economic outputs. In 2014 alone, the free flow of data was estimated to have contributed USD 2.8 trillion to the global economy, a figure that could reach USD 11 trillion by 2025. The almost zero marginal cost of ICT technologies such as digital communications opens new possibilities for firms to conduct their businesses across borders on a much larger scale. For instance, while growth in global trade and finance have been slowing down, e-commerce and digital businesses are opening up new opportunities for growth. Small businesses worldwide are transcending the borders more than ever via digital platforms such as eBay, Amazon, Facebook and Alibaba. Social media connects people online, and allows them to take part in the cross-border e-commerce. According to McKinsey (2016), there has been a USD 2.8 trillion GDP increase from data flows in 2014 alone, amplifying the contribution of overall trade to the global GDP by an additional 10%, or about USD 7.8 trillion. Nevertheless, cross-border data flows are still tethered to cross-border mobility of people. Many goods bought online are physical, and would still need to be shipped by people. Moreover, ICT systems are maintained by professionals who may not be readily available in local job markets.
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CROSS-BORDER MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE

The cross-border movement of people is crucial for the global economy. The scope of cross-border movement of people can vary widely in terms of duration. These cross-border movements are also be linked to a wide range of reasons, including but not limited to economic, leisure, and education purposes. Short-term movement may involve a time span of a few days to several months. Tourists and business travellers visit another locale for a few days, while exchange students may stay for several semesters as part of their educational programs. These short-term movements may increase the likelihood of long-term migration. Economic opportunities as well as increased familiarity with the host economy could lead to seasonal, temporary migration of some members of a household, which could later lead to long-term migration, wherein people eventually engage in work in foreign economies. Conversely, permanent relocation may also generate short-term recreational movements as visiting activities from families and friends. In addition to short-term visitors and long-term migrants, there are also cross-border commuters, who travel across borders on a frequent or even daily basis. This section gives an overview of the general types of short-term, long-term, and high-frequency cross-border movements present in APEC.

Short-term movement

Short-term travellers include, but are not limited to, tourists, business travellers, and students. Short-term travel, which can span from a few days to several months, has various implications to the trade and economic growth of their destinations. As seen in Figure 3.1, there were about 544 million non-resident arrivals in APEC in 2019, of which 416 million were from other APEC economies. Between 2015 and 2019, total non-resident arrivals in APEC grew an average of 4.0% per year, while intra-APEC arrivals grew 4.6% per year.

Figure 3.1: Non-resident arrivals in the APEC region, 2015–2019

Source: UNWTO data and APEC Policy Support Unit (PSU) staff calculations.

---

**Tourists**

Tourists travel primarily for pleasure, leisure, and holidays, but can also travel to meet families based in the destination economy. Tourism can go two ways: people can travel to foreign destinations, while foreign-based workers can also travel to their home economies for leisure and family visit purposes.

The World Travel and Tourism Council estimates that the travel and tourism industry contributed USD 8.9 trillion annually, accounting for 10.3% of global GDP in 2019. The labour market, on the other hand, benefits from 330 million jobs stemming from the tourism industry, approximately 1 in 10 jobs globally. Moreover, a quarter of the net new jobs were created by the tourism sector over the last five years. The value of international visitor spending reached up to USD 1.7 trillion in 2019, a cumulative value that forms 6.8% of total exports and 27.4% of global services exports.

Tourism generates trade in commercial goods and services. In terms of trade in goods, arrivals of foreign visitors stimulate expenditures on accommodation, food, transportation, and other goods. A study on cross-border tourism across Indonesia, Malaysia, and Singapore found positive impacts of such movements towards income and employment among the locals who benefitted from the new stream of income opportunities such as restaurants, newly established infrastructures, and local economic linkages. With regard to services, tourism contributes to all the four modes of service delivery as defined under the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). First, tourism encompasses cross-border service delivery such as booking services for travel agents, hotels, and travel guides. Second, tourism contributes to consumption abroad, such as when non-resident customers pay for accommodation and food while overseas. Third, tourism exhibits commercial presence overseas, such as establishing local travel agencies as overseas subsidiaries. Lastly, tourism also encompasses presence of natural persons, such as when tour operators and hotels employing foreign staff with skill sets that are not readily available in their origin economy of operation. As all of this show, tourists generate massive contributions to the destination economy.

**Business travellers**

Business travellers count towards short-term movements. Although work-related and leisure-related travel are slightly different in terms of expenditure and economic contributions, current statistical conventions and other international organisations like the UNWTO often categorise people who travel for business or professional purposes as tourists. Davidson and Cope (2013) suggested two categories of business travellers: (1) those who travel with co-workers.

---
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for meetings, incentives, conventions, and exhibitions (MICE), and (2) individuals whose work requires frequent trips to various destinations, such as international foreign affair officials and to a certain extent, travel bloggers and other remote workers.16

More often than not, the proliferation of international business in the era of globalisation and trade stimulates the growth of individuals who engage in cross border travels for various work activities, adopting those business trips as part of their routine daily life.17 While estimates from the UNWTO show that business travel segment only made up 14% of the international tourism market in 2014,18 the World Travel & Tourism Council calculated that 24.4% of global direct travel and tourism GDP in 2013 was explained by business travel spending.19 While business travellers are a smaller market, they account for a relatively large share of tourism expenditures and economic benefits.

Students and trainees

Another form of international travel involves students and trainees. In building human capital, cross-border mobility has been a subject of interest due to its potential transformative impact. OECD (2007) suggested that cross-border mobility in higher education is crucial towards capacity development, such as through acquisition of higher-level skills.20 Studies among cross-border students in Egypt; the European Union; and Thailand found that spending a term or more in the host economy positively impacted cross-border students across multiple domains, such as learning outcomes, linguistic abilities and career orientations.21 The European Commission (2014) also found that the risk of long-term unemployment after graduation was half as likely for students with cross-border education or work experience compared to non-mobile students.22 Voin and Gérard (2013) found that participating in an exchange programme increases one’s chance to be mobile on the international labour market by 9 to 12.5 percentage points.23

---

Long-term movement

Long-term movement, on the other hand, refers to medium to long-term settlement in the destination economy, which typically occurs due to economic, social, or security push factors in the origin economy. This movement would include movements of low-skilled workers and high-skilled professionals, as well as migrants, refugees and asylum seekers. These groups typically change their residency for at least one year, depending on their respective purposes. The International Organization for Migration (IOM) estimates that in 2019, around 272 million people were living in an economy other than that of their birth, over three times what it was in 1970. Most international migrants are of working age (20 to 64 years of age) with slight decrease among youths (below 20 years of age) and constant share of elderly migrants (above 65 years of age) over the last two decades.

Many papers have empirically found a positive relationship between migration and bilateral trade. At the macro level, it can be argued that immigration-augmented population growth increases aggregate demand and output, which consequently increases the demand for imports and exports. On the other side of the coin, at the micro level, immigrants are expected to have ongoing links with their home economies, enabling the host economy to develop networks to facilitate trade back-and-forth. Empirically, a meta-analysis of 48 studies finds that a 1% increase in the number of immigrants leads to a 0.15% increase in the volume of international trade, and noted that immigration complements rather than substitutes for trade flows between host and origin economies.

Overseas workers

Various APEC economies have relied on overseas workers as a means of addressing local skills and labour force shortages. According to a joint APEC-ILO report on labour mobility and labour market data, labour force surveys held in various economies in 2017 showed differences in employment patterns among migrants in selected economies. In Australia, slightly over 50% of migrants were employed as medium or low-skilled workers. Other economies, have a higher percentage of migrants working in medium and low-skilled occupations such as Brunei Darussalam (74%); Russia (83%); and Malaysia (95%). These wide differences can be attributed to the structure of labour market in each economy. For example, emerging economies like Malaysia would require higher number of low skilled migrants to bolster its rapidly evolving manufacturing and construction industry.

According to the IOM, several APEC economies have substantial workers overseas. The Philippines recorded a high number of overseas workers, with more than 1.5 million overseas

Filipino workers in 2019 working across various essential sectors such as healthcare, freight, and domestic care. Migrant outflows from Viet Nam have steadily increased from 2012, standing slightly over 150,000 in 2019. On the other hand, Indonesia has slowly reduced the number of overseas workers each year, but still saw an outflow of 280,000 migrants in 2019.\(^{29}\)

Inflows of skilled workers are often associated with employment generation and increased productivity in host economies.\(^{30}\) The host economies often employ skilled workers to facilitate knowledge transfer as they move towards service-based economies.\(^{31}\) This allows recipient economies and its migrants to later transfer skills, ideas, and resources to the sending economies. A study in the United Kingdom found that that there is a significant and positive relationship between migrant stock and outward foreign direct investment from the United Kingdom to their host economies.\(^{32}\) This shows that both the sending and host economies stand to gain from cross-border movement, as they could facilitate transfer of resources, information, opportunities, and investments across borders. Additionally, globalisation has led to an increase of cross-border travel as business travellers establish network in foreign economies, creating a network of multinational companies (MNCs). To build trust and establish a strong foothold abroad, businesses need to develop contact and presence in foreign economies.\(^{33}\)

**Refugees and asylum seekers**

Refugees and asylum seekers encompass people who move to other economies to flee violence, persecution, and other reasons. By the end of 2018, there were a total of 25.9 million refugees globally, still growing annually since 2012, albeit at a slower pace.\(^{34}\) In addition, as of 2018 there were approximately 3.5 million people seeking international protection and currently waiting for their refugee status, with most of them coming from economies with unresolved conflict. APEC economies such as Australia; Canada; and the United States continued to host most of the world’s permanent refugees. In 2018, Canada resettled the highest number of refugees at 28,000, while the United States and Australia helped out with the resettlement of over 20,000 and 10,000 refugees, respectively. In 2017 and 2018, the IOM supported over 40 economies in carrying out resettlement, humanitarian admission and relocation initiatives in over 138 economies. In 2018, a total of 95,400 individuals travelled to 30 economies under IOM auspices for resettlement assistance.\(^{35}\)

**High-frequency movement**

The last type of movement pertains to those who move across borders on a high frequency by virtue of their occupation or by their respective geographic condition. For instance, air crew, seafarers, and transport crew operate vehicles across borders and thus cross them on a routine or almost daily basis. Meanwhile, communities living near border crossings may live on one side of the border and work, attend school, or visit family on the other.

\(^{29}\) McAuliffe, Khadria, and Bauloz, *World Migration Report 2020.*


\(^{33}\) Poot, “Cross-Border Migration and Travel.”

\(^{34}\) McAuliffe, Khadria, and Bauloz, *World Migration Report 2020.*

\(^{35}\) McAuliffe, Khadria, and Bauloz.
Transport and logistics personnel

Transport and logistics personnel—such as air crews, seafarers, and truck drivers—are the workers who enable the movement of people and goods across borders. Because of the nature of their jobs, some of these workers cross borders on a routine basis. COVID-19 considerations for these types of workers vary by mode of transport and cargo. For transport workers working with passengers, such as those on repatriation flights or ship voyages, minimising the risk of COVID-19 is paramount to ensure that further transmission of the virus does not happen during the voyage. Meanwhile, for people working with cargo, avoiding delays is important to ensure that any perishable goods will not be damaged during transport.

The development of the logistics and transport sector has long been proven to have positive impacts on economic growth by facilitating the geographical decentralisation of production, promoting the globalisation of consumption, and thus stimulating economic growth. Within the North American Free Trade Agreement region, it was estimated that almost USD 2.4 billion of merchandise trade crossed the US-Canada and US-Mexico borders on a daily basis in 2014. Although the COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated digitalisation and e-commerce, cross-border logistics is still a key factor in supporting e-commerce trade, with any shortage in logistics bringing about bottlenecks in the transactions.

Cross-border commuters

Cross-border commuters are another group of people who engage in high-frequency cross-border movements. Among APEC economies, prominent examples of cross-border commutes happen between China and Hong Kong, China; Malaysia and Singapore; and Mexico and the United States. There are about 300,000 people living in Malaysia who commute across the border on daily basis, traveling back-and-forth to Singapore for work on a daily basis. Another type of cross-border commuters would encompass people living in isolated communities, whose access may be possible by traveling through another economy. Examples of this include communities in Alaska who need to travel through Canada to go to other areas of the United States.

Increasing adoption of technology in the world of work enables a growing trend of work-from-home arrangements, which can reduce the need for frequent cross-border crossing. As companies adopt remote working technology, more employees can work on a project in a different economy while staying in another. Deloitte (2020) noted a rising number of companies in Australia, for example, that do work in Singapore while being based in Australia, without the need to physically cross the borders. As part of the virtual assignments, the technology has enabled such remote working arrangements to be blended with face-to-face interactions via occasional or ad-hoc business trips. While technology enables such novel arrangements, these would likely only be accepted in types of work that can be done remotely and virtually. Labour and manual work would require the cross-border workers to be on-site.

---

QUANTITATIVE BENEFITS OF CROSS-BORDER MOBILITY

In order to quantitatively measure the direct economic benefits of cross-border mobility, we gathered bilateral trade and arrival data from UN Comtrade and UNWTO, respectively, covering the years 1995–2019. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, there is a positive correlation between bilateral trade linkages and non-resident arrivals. The trendline in the figure is derived using locally weighted scatterplot smoothing, which draws an unbiased nonparametric line to show the relationship between two variables given the data. The line shows a clear positive relationship between the two variables, albeit with significant heteroscedasticity. However, this nonparametric trendline does not provide a statistic that allows us to estimate the slope or its statistical significance, and it does not control for other factors that also affect bilateral trade linkages such as economic activity, trade facilitation, and other variables.

To quantitatively analyse the large volume of bilateral trade and non-resident arrival data, we employ a method of multivariate analysis called gravity modelling. Gravity models are a class of econometric models that are commonly used to explain bilateral trade flows. As the name suggests, these models are analogous to physical models of gravitational attraction: two economies are more attracted to each other depending on their mass, distance, and gravitational factors (i.e., the gravitational constant in physics). In trade economics, mass denotes factors such as GDP size and population (indicator of demand and productive capacity), distance is the geographical distance between trading partners (indicator of transportation and transaction costs), while gravitational factors are those that either attract or repel trade between economies such as having a common language, shared history, trade facilitation indicators, or being in a regional free trade area (i.e., push and pull factors). Thus, in addition to UNWTO and Comtrade data we also gather various explanatory and control variables from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators (WDI); Chinese Taipei’s Directorate-General for Budget, Accounting and Statistics (DGBAS); and the Centre d’Études Prospectives et d’Informations Internationales (CEPII).

---
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Formally, we estimate the following equation; subscripts denote $o$ = the tourist’s origin economy, $d$ = the destination economy, and $t$ = time in calendar years (terms in bold are vectors):

$$
\ln(T_{o \leftarrow d,t}) = \alpha + \beta_1 \ln(A_{o \rightarrow d,t}) + \beta_2 \ln(Y_{o,t}) + \beta_3 \ln(Y_{d,t}) + \beta_4 R_{o \leftarrow d,t} + \beta_5 F_{o,t} + \beta_6 F_{d,t} + \beta_7 \ln(P_{o,t}) + \beta_8 \ln(P_{d,t}) + \beta_9 G_{o,d} + \delta_1 t + \epsilon_{o \leftarrow d,t}
$$

Where $T = d$’s trade with $o$ (in terms of export, imports or total trade), $A = $ non-resident arrivals from $o$ to $d$; $a = 1$ if the $d$ is an APEC economy, $Y = $ gross domestic product, $R = 1$ if $o$ and $d$ are members of the same RTA or FTA, $F = $ vector of time-variant trade facilitation variables (e.g., entry costs, procedures, and time for importation; WTO membership) for $o$ and $d$, $P = $ population, $G = $ vector of time-invariant gravity control variables (e.g., distance, common border, common language, common colony), and $t = $ vector of year dummy variables.

We first estimate the above equation through fixed effects panel Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) with each bilateral pair as a categorical variable and using Huber-White standard errors to correct for heteroscedasticity. The results are presented in Table 3.1 in columns (1) to (3). As can be seen in the table, coefficients for non-resident arrivals are positive and significant for all specifications, indicating that non-resident arrivals are correlated positively with trade indicators. Given the log-log specification of the trade and arrivals data, these coefficients can be interpreted as elasticities; i.e., every 1% increase in non-resident arrivals is associated with a 0.04% increase in exports by the destination economy to the origin economy, 0.06% increase in imports by the destination economy from the origin economy, and 0.05% increase in total trade between the partners, even after controlling for factors such as GDP, trade facilitation, other gravity controls, and time idiosyncrasies.
### Table 3.1: Elasticities of Bilateral Trade with Respect to Non-resident Arrivals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination bilateral trade indicators</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explanatory variables</td>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>Imports</td>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>Imports</td>
<td>Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prev. year exports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.149***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0205)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prev. year imports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.263***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0249)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prev. year trade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.281***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0313)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-resident arrivals</td>
<td>0.0449***</td>
<td>0.0597***</td>
<td>0.0552***</td>
<td>0.0335*</td>
<td>0.0331</td>
<td>0.0343***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0143)</td>
<td>(0.0158)</td>
<td>(0.0106)</td>
<td>(0.0184)</td>
<td>(0.0206)</td>
<td>(0.0126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP of destination</td>
<td>1.431***</td>
<td>0.919***</td>
<td>1.192***</td>
<td>1.092***</td>
<td>0.654***</td>
<td>0.934***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0840)</td>
<td>(0.116)</td>
<td>(0.0717)</td>
<td>(0.127)</td>
<td>(0.163)</td>
<td>(0.0946)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP of origin</td>
<td>1.459***</td>
<td>1.646***</td>
<td>1.382***</td>
<td>1.129***</td>
<td>1.227***</td>
<td>1.111***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0979)</td>
<td>(0.0936)</td>
<td>(0.0693)</td>
<td>(0.165)</td>
<td>(0.137)</td>
<td>(0.103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA/RTA partners</td>
<td>-0.0505</td>
<td>0.00448</td>
<td>-0.0378</td>
<td>-0.00117</td>
<td>0.0525</td>
<td>-0.0308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0316)</td>
<td>(0.0384)</td>
<td>(0.0231)</td>
<td>(0.0333)</td>
<td>(0.0457)</td>
<td>(0.0254)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destination is WTO member</td>
<td>0.0619</td>
<td>0.0672</td>
<td>0.0222</td>
<td>0.00254</td>
<td>0.0158</td>
<td>0.00153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0586)</td>
<td>(0.0530)</td>
<td>(0.0356)</td>
<td>(0.0721)</td>
<td>(0.0638)</td>
<td>(0.0414)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin is WTO member</td>
<td>-0.0108</td>
<td>0.219***</td>
<td>0.0202</td>
<td>0.187**</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>0.0684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0812)</td>
<td>(0.0586)</td>
<td>(0.0474)</td>
<td>(0.0873)</td>
<td>(0.0722)</td>
<td>(0.0623)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods entry cost, destination</td>
<td>-0.000200</td>
<td>-1.21e-06</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000339</td>
<td>0.000317*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000318)</td>
<td>(0.000172)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000298)</td>
<td>(0.000166)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods entry procedures, destination</td>
<td>-0.00910*</td>
<td>-0.0147***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00220</td>
<td>-0.00328</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00533)</td>
<td>(0.00355)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00588)</td>
<td>(0.00355)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods entry time, destination</td>
<td>-0.000289</td>
<td>1.73e-05</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000615</td>
<td>0.000142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000416)</td>
<td>(0.000256)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000391)</td>
<td>(0.000210)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods entry cost, origin</td>
<td>0.000181</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00055**</td>
<td>0.000267</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.71e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000423)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000225)</td>
<td>(0.000452)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000246)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods entry procedures, origin</td>
<td>-0.0260***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0139***</td>
<td>-0.0119**</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.00565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00528)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00355)</td>
<td>(0.00570)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00365)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goods entry time, origin</td>
<td>-0.000113</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0008***</td>
<td>-0.000494</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0012***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000404)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000306)</td>
<td>(0.000694)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000444)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-53.26***</td>
<td>-41.62***</td>
<td>-42.46***</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.829)</td>
<td>(4.375)</td>
<td>(3.214)</td>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>(0)</td>
<td>(0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations 73,005 68,249 66,442 54,601 51,038 48,892
R-squared (overall) 0.525 0.397 0.608
Number of bilateral pairs 9,594 9,103 8,990 8,196 7,895 7,643

Notes: Trade is the sum of exports and imports. Econometric model used for estimates in columns (1) to (3) is fixed effects panel OLS; model for columns (4) to (6) is Arellano-Bond GMM using lags of the dependent variable as the instrument to control for reverse causality. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote statistical significance: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Non-economic gravity control variables (population, distance, colonial relationship, common language, same economy) as well as controls for year idiosyncrasies are suppressed for brevity.

Source: UNWTO, UN Comtrade, WDI, CEPII, DGBAS data, and PSU staff calculations.
However, it is recognised that there could be a problem with reverse causality in the estimation method—i.e., bilateral trade could also influence non-resident arrivals between the partners—which would overestimate the elasticity between trade and arrivals. To control for this, we employ the Arellano-Bond Generalised Method of Moments (GMM) and use lags of the dependent variable as an instrumental variable to correct for reverse causality: the results are presented in columns (4) to (6) of Table 3.1. As expected, the estimated coefficients are reduced but they remain positive and significant in the case of exports and total trade; i.e., even after correcting for reverse causality every 1% increase in non-resident arrivals is associated with a 0.03% increase in trade between the destination and origin economies.

The data also show that there is a positive correlation between non-resident arrivals and real GDP. Figure 3.3 presents a scatterplot showing the relationship between real GDP (measured in 2017 PPP USD) and non-resident arrivals between 1989 and 2019 for all economies. As in Figure 3.2, the trendline in Figure 3.3 is derived using locally weighted scatterplot smoothing and shows a clear positive relationship between the two variables but with significant heteroscedasticity.

**Figure 3.3: Scatterplot of Real GDP and Non-Resident Arrivals, 1989-2019**

Note: Trendline is generated using locally weighted scatterplot smoothing.  
Source: UNWTO, WDI, DGBAS, and PSU staff calculations.

In order to estimate the slope of the curve in Figure 3.3, we conduct a simple econometric exercise and estimate the following equation; terms in bold are vectors and variables and subscripts \(d\) and \(t\) are as previously defined:

\[
\ln(Y_{dt}) = \alpha + \beta_1 \ln(A_{dt}) + \beta_2 \ln(P_{dt}) + \delta_1 d + \delta_2 t + \varepsilon_{dt}
\]
Note that vector $\mathbf{d}$ in the regression controls for economy-level variables affecting GDP that are not specified in the equation, while vector $\mathbf{t}$ controls for year-specific events. As in the previous exercise, we run the model using fixed effects panel OLS as well as the Arellano-Bond GMM that controls for reverse causality. Results of the econometric analysis are shown in Table 3.2: as can be seen, the coefficients for non-resident arrivals are significant and positive for both models. Given the log-log specification of the GDP and arrivals variables, the coefficients can be interpreted as elasticities. In other words, every 1% increase in non-resident arrivals is associated with an increase in GDP of 0.03% to 0.15%.

### Table 3.2: Elasticities of GDP with Respect to Non-resident Arrivals, 1989-2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory variables</th>
<th>(1) real GDP</th>
<th>(2) real GDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prev. year real GDP (in 2017 PPP USD)</td>
<td>0.818*** (0.0360)</td>
<td>0.0311*** (0.00557)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-resident arrivals</strong></td>
<td>0.146*** (0.0176)</td>
<td>0.0311*** (0.00557)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>0.495*** (0.0938)</td>
<td>0.0241 (0.0295)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>14.18*** (1.448)</td>
<td>3.584*** (0.575)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,176</td>
<td>3,946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economies covered</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Econometric model used for estimates in column (1) is fixed effects panel OLS; model for column (2) is Arellano-Bond GMM using lags of the dependent variable as the instrument to control for reverse causality. Robust standard errors in parentheses. Asterisks denote statistical significance: *** $p<0.01$, ** $p<0.05$, * $p<0.1$. Controls for economy and year idiosyncrasies are suppressed for brevity.

Source: UNWTO, WDI, DGBAS data, and PSU staff estimates.

### IMPACTS OF BORDER RESTRICTIONS

The outbreak of COVID-19 made economies impose stringent border controls in pursuit of protective sequestration, a strategy that imposes movement controls to protect a still-uninfected population from the entry of the disease. As noted by Markel et al. (2006), “protective sequestration, if enacted early enough in the pandemic, crafted so as to encourage the compliance of the population involved, and continued for the lengthy time period in which the area is at risk, stands the best chance of guarding against infection.”

However, once the virus has widespread local transmission, border closures may only have a moderate impact on community spread, but have severe repercussions on the economy. Border control measures are costly: Felbermayr et al. (2016) estimated that the controls implemented during the EU refugee crisis in 2015 such as tighter identity checks and security at the border reduced the EU’s real GDP by over EUR 12 billion (equivalent to 0.1% of the EU’s GDP).

When EU economies were deliberating the use of border closures as a response to the COVID-

---


19 pandemic, Meninno and Wolff (2020) argued that the economic fallout would be several times greater than the 2015 refugee crisis due to the increase in cross-border commuting among EU residents.\textsuperscript{48} Despite the expected costs, many economies have proceeded with restrictive border measures.

\textbf{Impacts on pandemic control}

After more than a year of at-the-border restrictive policies, the COVID-19 pandemic is still an ongoing public health and humanitarian crisis. As of late April 2021, the APEC region logged a total of 47.5 million COVID-19 cases and 1.1 million deaths. The APEC region also registered about 112,000 new COVID-19 cases and 2,300 deaths daily during this month (Figure 3.4).\textsuperscript{49}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3_4.png}
\caption{COVID-19 Daily New Reported Cases and Deaths in APEC (7-day Rolling Average), 1 Jan 2020 - 28 Apr 2021}
\end{figure}

Source: John Hopkins University (via Our World in Data) and PSU staff calculations.

Studies suggest that travel restrictions early in the pandemic reduced the risk of importing the virus. Russell et al. (2021) estimated that if travel volumes were not reduced, the contribution of international travellers to COVID-19 cases in 102 economies would have been higher than 10\% of the total cases.\textsuperscript{50} Eckardt, Kappner and Wolf (2020) showed that border control measures in the 18 Western European economies helped reduce daily new COVID-19 cases by up to 25\%, but only for regions with a substantial number of cross-border commuters prior to the crisis.\textsuperscript{51}

Travel restrictions have clear benefits when there are few to no cases in the destination economy. Once case numbers within an economy grow and where local transmission is widespread and self-sustaining, travel restrictions become less effective. Chinazzi, Davis and

\begin{footnotesize}
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Ajelli (2020) argued that travel bans are only effective at the initial stage of the pandemic and any additional restrictions would only have modest effect unless paired with further public health interventions.\textsuperscript{52} Similarly, Keita (2020) found that economies that implement travel restrictions are associated with a delayed onset of infections. However, the same study also found that many of these restrictions were implemented relatively late: out of 120 economies, 90 economies only implemented travel restrictions after registering more than 50 confirmed cases of COVID-19.\textsuperscript{53} In cases where border controls were introduced, lack of stringent enforcement still enabled the importation of the virus.\textsuperscript{54} Hence, many travel restrictions were enforced late or half-heartedly, and no longer served their primary purpose: keeping the virus out of their borders.

Border restrictions are useful in preventing the entry of a disease within a jurisdiction, but have very limited effects on controlling local community transmission of the disease. Bonardi et al. (2020) found out that the closure of borders and/or travel restrictions in communities experiencing widespread transmission have little to no effect in containing COVID-19.\textsuperscript{55} Blocking borders would not matter without effective internal measures such as domestic lockdowns and social distancing. Similarly, Askitas, Tatsiramos, and Verheyden (2020) and Weber (2020) found out that among non-pharmaceutical interventions, the closure of international borders had no measurable effect.\textsuperscript{56} Cancellation of mass events and closures of workplaces and schools, on the other hand, played a significant role in curbing the transmission as they reduce periods of extended contact among people.

The same conclusions are made in our analysis of COVID-19 border policy and pandemic progression in the region. Figure 3.5 shows the intensity of border policies based on the stringency index developed by Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker (OCGRT)\textsuperscript{57} and the progression of the COVID-19 pandemic using data from John Hopkins University.\textsuperscript{58} A visual inspection of the figure shows no clear patterns between more stringent border policies (in shades of red) and reductions in the intensity of COVID-19 daily new cases (in shades of blue). Indeed, darker shades of blue correspond to various levels of border stringency, and in most cases, the worst of the pandemic (darkest shades of blue) correspond to periods of stringent border policy.

Indeed, our statistical analysis of APEC economies’ border policy stringency based on the OCGRT index and various indicators of success in controlling the pandemic such as reduced daily reported cases did not yield robust or significant results. Among the statistical methods tried were difference-in-difference (with border stringency index value of 3 or above as a treatment variable), structural breakpoint tests (to see if level of border stringency resulted in a breakpoint in daily reported cases), and even multinomial logit regressions (to see if lower daily cases can predict more stringent border policies).


\textsuperscript{55} Bonardi et al.


\textsuperscript{58} John Hopkins University, “Our World in Data: COVID-19 Data.”
This association between border policy and pandemic control — or the lack thereof — reflects some of the findings of Russell et al. (2021) where they use a risk-based analysis to model the effectiveness of border policies in preventing the spread of COVID-19 locally (see Figure 3.6...
for the model’s conceptual framework).\textsuperscript{59} They find that the more stringent border restrictions generally have little impact on the course of the pandemic behind borders. They conclude that in many economies “strict untargeted travel restrictions are probably unjustified… other than those that have both good international travel connections and very low local COVID-19 incidence.”\textsuperscript{60}

In fact, a review of 29 studies on the effectiveness of COVID-19 travel measures in the early phases of the COVID-19 pandemic by Grépin et al. (2021) shows that a cordon sanitaire approach — i.e., imposing travel restrictions to prevent infected people from going out — has been more effective in preventing the spread of SARS-CoV-2 virus than the more popular protective sequestration approach — i.e., imposing travel restrictions to prevent the disease from coming in — adopted by most economies.\textsuperscript{61}

**Figure 3.6: Risk Modelling and Policy Procedure in Deliberating Travel Restrictions**

![Risk Modelling and Policy Procedure in Deliberating Travel Restrictions](source)

Source: Russell et al. 2021.\textsuperscript{62}

**Impacts on cross-border arrivals**

While the effectiveness of border restrictions on controlling the pandemic is mixed, it is beyond doubt that the restrictions resulted in a massive reduction of cross-border arrivals in APEC in 2020. In order to estimate the impact of border restrictions on cross-border arrivals, we gather booking and flights data from OAG Aviation Worldwide covering January 2015 – February

\textsuperscript{59} Russell et al., “Effect of Internationally Imported Cases on Internal Spread of COVID-19.”

\textsuperscript{60} Russell et al., e19.


\textsuperscript{62} Russell et al., “Effect of Internationally Imported Cases on Internal Spread of COVID-19.”
2021. Passenger traffic data from OAG’s Traffic Analyzer includes bookings made from global distribution systems like Amadeus, Sabre, and Travelport. Along with a calibration algorithm on the raw data, it combines with official data to estimate the true market figure. As such, it is unable to inform on arrivals through land or sea, or chartered flights. While the data may have some limitations with regard to arrivals magnitudes, it can be a reliable data source to determine growth rates and trends and analyse the impact of border restrictions on air arrivals.

As Figure 3.7 shows, total air arrivals in the APEC region plummeted in 2020. On a monthly year-on-year basis, arrivals fell in March and April 2020 as the more stringent border policies were introduced, before starting to slowly go up again in July 2020. On an annual basis, air arrivals in the APEC region fell by 74.7% in 2020 compared to 2019 levels.

![Figure 3.7: APEC Cross-Border Air Arrivals Monthly y-o-y Growth Jan 2016 – Feb 2021](image)

While the data does not permit us to distinguish between purposes of travel, we can use it to distinguis between cabin class. Data from OAG can be disaggregated into five cabin classes: first class, business class, premium economy, full-fare economy, and discount economy. As can be seen in Figure 3.8, compared to January 2020 levels — that is, before the full impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic were seen in air travel — some muted recovery has been recorded in the full-fare economy and discount economy classes, while premium economy and business class travel has recovered comparatively slower. In fact, first class travel has recovered faster than business class travel in relative terms. If business class travel can be used as a bellwether of business travel, this data could indicate that business travel has been hit especially hard by the COVID-19 border measures and the additional time, cost, and uncertainty they have brought about. It could also indicate the greater use of remote working technology such as teleconferencing apps as a substitute for business travel.

---

COVID-19 border policies also had an impact on travel routes and connections within the region. Until 2019, roughly 78-80% of air travellers from within APEC economies flying to other APEC economies reached their destinations through direct flights, and only around 20-22% of passengers required transits (Figure 3.9). Among those who needed to transit, most travellers completed their transits through APEC economies, and less than 1% of transit passengers passed through a non-APEC airport. However, faced with border restrictions and transit bans through some gateway airports from March 2020, many passengers were forced to find alternative transit options. The share of intra-APEC transit passengers who had to pass outside of APEC increased from an average of 0.8% in 2019 to 1.5% in March 2020 (Figure 3.10). Moreover, as airlines optimised their fleet to address the sudden negative demand shock, many airlines suspended unprofitable direct flights, and started to leverage on connecting flights to reduce costs. As a result, more cross-border travellers needed to transit to reach their destinations: the percentage of intra-APEC cross-border travellers who needed pass by an intermediary airport almost doubled from 20-22% in 2019 to 40% in late 2020 (Figure 3.9).

---

COVID-19 border restrictions have also changed air travellers’ behaviour and made them more risk averse. One estimate from airfare pricing and marketing firm EveryMundo using data from its 60 airline clients shows that since the introduction of travel restrictions in early 2020, one-way bookings now make up a greater share of all airfare bookings, in contrast to earlier trends (Figure 3.11). While round-trip bookings on average accounted for 55% of airline bookings before the pandemic, travel restrictions have caused more uncertainty for travellers, hence making them opt to book one way tickets for the added flexibility.65

---

3. Economics of cross-border mobility

Figure 3.11: One-Way and Round-Trip Air Travel Bookings, Jan 2020 – Jan 2021
(Normalised scale, Jan 2020 = 100)

![Graph showing one-way and round-trip air travel bookings, Jan 2020 to Jan 2021](image)

Source: EveryMundo and PSU staff calculations.

Impacts on the economy

The border restrictions have had unambiguous negative impacts on the region’s economy. From a macro perspective, the OECD (2021) estimated that the global output fell by more than 10 percentage points due to the pandemic, thanks to disruption in supply chains and labour supply. Global industrial production collapsed by close to 16 percentage points while global trade fell by almost 30% year-on-year. Even economies that have shielded their population from COVID-19 were not immune to the economic fallout. Viet Nam had an almost 50% increase in unemployment rate compared to pre-COVID period and reduction of 5.5% of monthly income in the third quarter of 2020.

Nonetheless, it is important to note that the massive downfall in economy is not the fault of cross-border restrictions alone. Fundamentally, border closures disrupt the normal flow of goods, capital, and people, which sequentially cause business and production to reduce operations or shut down, at least temporarily. Nonetheless, as pointed out by Guerrieri et al. (2020), COVID-19 is a supply shock that consequentially leads to a demand shock amplified by the internal measures such as lockdown and social distancing, which further weakens the domestic demand. Hence, whilst border control partly contributes to the initial supply shock, it is not fully responsible for the sequential effects on the demand side. Given this, the impact of border closures across various sectors would also be mixed.

---

**Contraction in service-oriented sectors**

The sectors that have arguably suffered the most from border closures are service-oriented industries such as travel, tourism, hospitality, and MICE. Unlike goods, services are often delivered in-person, and cannot be produced, stored, or sold at a later stage. The transport sector, particularly aviation and cruise, has also been one of the largest victims of these travel restrictions. Because some forms of travel such as repatriation are essential, many transport service providers still need to operate, often in situations of low demand and revenue loss.

The global tourism and service industry, which include both leisure-related and business-related travel, are generally sensitive to negative shocks such as recessions, terrorist events, diseases, or natural disasters. 70 COVID-19 caused travel bans and restrictions that consequentially hampered the daily activities in these industries. Flights were cancelled, borders were closed, international arrivals were blocked, and quarantine measures made short-term travel undesirable. With the current trajectory, the UNWTO does not expect international tourism to return to pre-COVID levels before 2023. 71 Sequentially, the spillover effects in food, accommodation, and other hospitality services have been massive. UNWTO (2021) estimated that the pandemic caused up to 73% decrease in international tourism in 2020, with the largest chunk taken up by the Asia and the Pacific region. On top of that, there is an estimated loss of USD 1.3 trillion in tourism receipts, equivalent to eleven times of what it was during the last global financial crisis in 2009. 72

Overseas education has also been severely impacted by COVID-19 travel restrictions. COVID-19 reduced demand for overseas studies, especially in the face of rising costs and mounting safety concerns. Many higher education institutions in Australia; Canada; and the United States were heavily reliant on tuition from international students; hence, the drastic reduction in overseas students, as well as onerous and expensive travel requirements for students, are threatening to exacerbate the problems faced by educational institutions relying on students from overseas. 73

**Growth in domestic and digitalised sectors**

While services sectors relying on cross-border travel have been negatively affected, travel restrictions have also redirected some demand towards domestic services. For instance, travel restrictions have caused new tourism trends in the foreseeable future. According to a report by UNWTO (2021), there are six emerging trends that influence people’s recent approach towards travel. First, domestic tourism has shown positive signs in many markets as people tend to travel closer and go for ‘staycations’ which are nearer to their place of origin. Second, nature, rural tourism and road trips have been getting higher traction among travellers due to travel limitations and the quest for open-air experiences, which is most likely associated with the lockdown fatigue. Third, travellers have been more conscious of health and safety measures provided by the accommodation and travel service provider. Fourth, travel recovery has been

---


72 World Tourism Organization (UNWTO).

stronger among younger segments as ‘mature’ travellers and senior citizens are taking the backseat due to the higher risk of contracting the virus. Fifth, people are giving more importance to creating a positive impact on local communities as they are gradually looking for authenticity. Finally, last minute bookings are increasing due to the volatility of pandemic-related events and restrictions.74

Digital services and e-commerce also stood out in the midst of the pandemic as people and firms digitalised their consumption and production activities. As lockdowns occur across economies, businesses and consumers unable to travel shifted their attention towards digital purchases, raising e-commerce’s share of global retail trade from 14% in 2019 to 17% in 2020 (UNCTAD, 2021).75 Digital entertainment platforms such as in-demand video and music streaming have also shown remarkable growth during the pandemic: streaming platform Netflix experienced a surge in new subscriptions in the early days of the pandemic.76 A survey done by UNCTAD in collaboration with NetComm Suisse on online consumers in nine economies found out that consumers in emerging economies are shopping online more often than before. Several sectors like consumer electronics and ICT products, do-it-yourself, and healthcare products, showed the largest growth of active users across all economies.77

In China, e-commerce retail transactions went up by 24.6% between January and August 2020 (OECD, 2020).78 Thailand also saw downloads of shopping apps going up by 60% within one week during March 2020, as people started to adapt to the movement restrictions and lockdowns.79 The trend towards e-commerce is likely to be sustained throughout the recovery from COVID-19 as people embrace the new way of working and living.

Even as there was a strong uptake of e-commerce globally, UNCTAD has warned against the disparity of the digitalisation across regions.80 For instance, many of the world’s least developed economies have yet to capitalise on pandemic-induced opportunities due to persistent barriers and huge digital divides, which include costly broadband services, poor digital skills and infrastructure, overreliance on cash, and governments’ limited attention to e-commerce. In fact, the pandemic has mostly benefitted the world’s leading digital platforms. Plenty of solutions being used for e-commerce, teleworking and cloud computing are provided by a small number of large digital firms. Therefore, while small players may have gained deeper foothold during the pandemic, their market presence is still overshadowed by these digital giants which could entrench their dominant role during the pandemic.81

81 United Nations.
Disruptions to global value chains and trade

Unlike the previous outbreaks such as SARS or Ebola, COVID-19 has affected all nodes and edges of global supply chain simultaneously, causing an unprecedented disruption to global value chains. Demand shocks for essential goods such as personal protective equipment (PPE), ventilators, and face masks exceeded the existing supply, while challenges in transportation and manufacturing processes — such as labour shortages, restricted vehicle movements, border closures, and physical distancing in manufacturing facilities — reduced the global capacity to meet demand. Therefore, the multifaceted impacts on supply chains, combined with other economic challenges, provided a difficult situation for global trade.

Ivanov and Dolgui (2020) suggested that the border restrictions, amplified by local lockdowns in most economies, caused a disruption to international trade and global supply chains as supply availability has been drastically reduced and misbalanced with demand. Moreover, the supply chain of many companies became vulnerable to COVID-19. Fortune (2020) announced that 94% of the Fortune 1000 companies’ supply chains have been affected by the coronavirus as 12,000 of their supply chain facilities are in COVID-19’s quarantine areas. For some companies, the demand for certain products (e.g. facial masks, hand sanitiser) has drastically increased. However, supply was not able to cope with such an abrupt rise due to insufficient resources and delays caused by movement restrictions. This shows the need for economies to ensure that their supply chains remain resilient and robust amidst sudden shocks.

Baldwin and Tomiura (2020) predicted that the impact of COVID-19 on the manufacturing sector would almost be threefold of what it was during 2009 financial crisis with immediate supply disruptions cascading down to other manufacturing sectors in less-affected economies. Sheffi (2020) outlined two key channels of the global supply chain effects: (1) production shocks and (2) shocks to trade flows due to transports and logistic disruptions. Moreover, Sheffi noted that the supply chain situation varies widely across industries. For example, while food value chains are robust even during the pandemic because they are predominantly localised, medical manufacturing cannot scale up to meet new demand due to delocalised and internationalised supply chains. Harris et al. (2020) echoed several factors that led to the collapse in production and supply chains. Firstly, the lockdown and effective closure of the

83 Paul and Chowdhury, “A Production Recovery Plan in Manufacturing Supply Chains for a High-Demand Item during COVID-19.”
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economy substantially reduced the demand and led to decline in purchases of consumer durables such as automobiles and domestic appliances. Additionally, the total cessation of air travel caused many tier 1 suppliers and Original Equipment Manufacturers to cancel orders, face downfall in share prices, had their credit rating cut and debt downgraded, eventually pushing them to cut their workforces. Rolls-Royce in the UK, for instance, had to reduce its workforce by 9,000 in 2020, causing sharp reduction in the production. The most vulnerable manufacturing sectors are the ones who are most exposed to internationalised supply chains with high reliance on labour and export.90

The trade restrictions and the supply chain disruptions described above, more often than not, brought about spillover effects that led to other crises like food insecurity and shortage of other essential goods. In regions that are reliant on food imports, disruptions and delays in the food value chain could cause food insecurity, especially as many food products are perishable and cannot tolerate severe disruptions. In the United States and Europe, the near complete closure of the aviation industry severely affected supply chains of specialised products that rely on air-freight, such as high-value horticultural exports from Africa.91 Global trade restrictions, similarly, created an upward spiral in prices of staple foods, further exacerbating global food supply problems.92 In the early phase of the pandemic, world prices of rice rose 20% around January and April 2020 and became highly volatile in May while world wheat prices have been volatile from January to May 2020.93

According to the OECD Interim Economic Outlook published in March 2021, the pandemic brought about close to a 16% decline in global industrial production, which also reduced global retail sales volume.94 Due to cross-border restrictions, the services exports and air freights plunged by as much as 30% year-on-year.95 Purchasing managers’ indices (PMIs) also showed that new export orders plunged to 27.1 in April 2020, compared to a normal baseline value of 50, while the container shipping tumbled slightly during the peak of the pandemic.96

In addition to disruptions to supply chains, cargo operators and freighters also faced substantial challenges in fulfilling deliveries and shipments to meet global needs. Border closures and travel restrictions meant that their services would be delayed and bound by certain restrictions. The International Air Transport Association (IATA) estimated that the airline industry had a net loss of USD 126.4 billion in 2020, resulting in a net profit margin of -33.9%.97 In the United States, as US airlines reduced the number of flights, almost 52% of the fleet were sidelined by mid-May 2020.98 Additionally, COVID-19 also brought about a

95 OECD.
96 OECD.
27.7% drop year-on-year in global air cargo volumes in April 2020.\textsuperscript{99} To make matters worse, the capacity dropped by an even greater rate of 42%, due to the loss of belly cargo from sidelined passenger aircrafts.\textsuperscript{100} In April 2020, the belly cargo loss hit its trough with 75% reduction in capacity, slowly recovering towards the end of the year.\textsuperscript{101} Hence, even with reduced demand, there was not enough capacity to match the demand, as several cargo shipments also relied on passenger aircrafts. Although the absolute volume of cargo shipments dropped, severe shortage in cargo capacity pushed up the air cargo rates by 30% in 2020.\textsuperscript{102} The rates only declined once passenger aircraft service resumed, which expanded overall cargo capacity through cargo compartments on passenger carrying services. Despite the limitations in air freight, air cargo operators seem to have been able to flexibly change their transport methods to remain profitable, although at the expense of higher costs passed on to other sectors.

Meanwhile, maritime shipping, which transports more than 80% of the world’s merchandise trade, is projected to decline by only 4.1% in 2020.\textsuperscript{103} While the resilience of the shipping industry might be counterintuitive, it should be noted that shipping industry is not unfamiliar with global crises due to its inherent cyclicality. Notteboom et al. (2020) pointed out that the shipping industry learned from the global financial crisis of 2008, deploying several mechanisms to cope with the current pandemic. Some measures include rationalising services and cost structure, as well as fleet optimisation by deploying larger ships and idling smaller ones. The move makes scale economies to work in favour of shipping companies.\textsuperscript{104} Additionally, many shipping companies formed and consolidated alliances between 2014–2017, allowed shipping companies to be vertically integrated, opening up possibilities of joint capacity management and co-internalised terminal charges.\textsuperscript{105}

Unlike ocean and air transport, land transport has remained partially available globally as roads have remained in use, except in economies with severe lockdowns. In fact, trucking capacity is strained due to additional demand to necessities such as food and medical supplies. US-based logistics company Trucker Tools observed an increase of 25% in truck loads in the United States in March 2020.\textsuperscript{106} Combined with reduced employee availability due to movement restrictions, road freight operators charged higher rates as their service supply was limited in several areas. Nonetheless, the increase in rates is subdued by weaker demand from sectors that usually require land transport, such as manufacturing, as the sectors are not able to operate at full capacity.\textsuperscript{107} Resultantly, road freight spot rates have fallen in some markets. On the other
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3. Economics of cross-border mobility

hand, demand for rail services has steadily grown as a substitute for other means of transportation, due to higher air cargo rates, blank sailings, and longer transit time for trucks.\textsuperscript{108}

**Impacts on people**

Cross-border mobility of people has been dramatically reduced because of border closures and unprecedented travel restrictions.\textsuperscript{109} This has sizable implications on various groups of people including, but not limited to (1) employees of badly hit sectors, (2) women, (3) overseas workers, migrants, and their families, and (4) cross-border commuters.

**Impact on workers in vulnerable sectors**

People employed in vulnerable sectors impacted by border controls like tourism and travel are at risk from losing their jobs: an estimate from the ILO notes that, globally, a total of 114 million jobs were lost compared to 2019.\textsuperscript{110} In relative terms, employment losses were more pronounced for women than for men (5% employment loss versus 3.9%), and for young workers than for older workers (8.7% employment loss versus 3.7%).\textsuperscript{111} Likewise, employees, students, and family members who need to commute across borders for work or study may suddenly be unable to do so, risking the loss of their livelihoods and opportunities.

Adams-Prassl et al. (2020) found that workers in alternative work arrangements, such as those in tourism and entertainment services, are more affected in terms of the reduction of work hours and income.\textsuperscript{112} Additionally, 33% of self-employed workers have felt that their health was at risk while working, primarily due to the financial situation and the fear of losing work in the future.\textsuperscript{113} Nonetheless, not all outlooks are gloomy in the midst of the pandemic. The Asian Development Bank (2021) reported that employment in some sectors held up relatively well, especially in technology companies as digitalisation of businesses facilitate the ability to work from home.\textsuperscript{114} On top of that, the occurrence of COVID-19 shed even further light onto the potential of gig economy as a form of alternative work. Umar, Xu and Mirza (2020) provided empirical evidence that the pandemic has positively affected the gig economy by increasing the number of posted and filled jobs on platform economy, powered by apps such as Uber, Lyft, and TaskRabbit.\textsuperscript{115}
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Nevertheless, as pointed out by De Stefano (2015), the greater opportunities that come with gig work is dampened by the lack of recognition of these workers as formal employees. In reality, many organisations recognise them only as independent contractors or self-employed, which often leave them out of the labour regulations and social protection. Gig economy workers are often not entitled to enjoy basic employment rights such as annual leave, paid sick leave, minimum rest days, right for minimum termination notice, rights to union representation, access to labour courts, and many others (Mohd Nadzri and Hassan, 2020).

Impact on women

Women are experiencing disproportionate and compounded impacts due to restrictions on cross-border travel during COVID-19. On average, women earn and save less, hold less secure jobs, and are more likely to work in the informal sector and industries vulnerable to external shocks. These translate into women’s diminished access to social protection, limiting their ability to self-sustain their lives and families during a pandemic. For female-headed households, the burden is even more pronounced.

Women workers in service-oriented sectors were negatively impacted due to the economic pressures of the COVID-19 pandemic and cross-border travel restrictions. When the pandemic hit, the first round of layoffs was concentrated in the services sector such as retail, hospitality and tourism, where 58.6% of employed women work compared to 45.5% for men. WTO finds that women make up 54% of the tourism workforce, and women’s occupations are often concentrated in lower-level positions that can easily be replaced. With the worst year on record in 2020 for global tourism, firms were more inclined to lay off workers in low-skilled, casual, seasonal and informal jobs, which are largely held by women, while keeping high-skilled or permanent positions that are more commonly held by men. The same is true in the domestic workers sector, an industry in which women make up 80% of the industry, where 72% have lost their jobs by September, 2020.

Although restrictions on cross-border travel have affected all businesses, women-led businesses differ in their sector of operation, business type and strategies compared to men, resulting in a different impact on women- and men-led businesses. Globally, 26% of small businesses closed, and women-led businesses were 5.9 percentage points more likely to shut down than men-owned businesses. In developing economies where more than 70% of women’s employment is in the informal economy, the challenges were even more pronounced.
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compared to advanced economies as informal business owners generally do not qualify for government support schemes.\textsuperscript{124} Due to cross-border travel restrictions, women who heavily rely on cross-border trade found it impossible to continue working, significantly impacting their daily income.\textsuperscript{125} Additionally, women often lack professional networks, making it difficult to find new suppliers when their limited pool of overseas partners is constrained from exporting during the pandemic. Women’s lower penetration in the digital world than men makes it more challenging to transfer business activities online to seek alternative ways of operation such as e-commerce. Finally, more than 70\% of women-owned small businesses have inadequate or no access to financial services,\textsuperscript{126} which are critical to sustaining a business during an economic crisis, further exacerbating the aforementioned issues.

Cross-border travel restrictions have also imposed obstacles for women and girls to receive treatment and health services.\textsuperscript{127} Women and girls found it difficult to access health care during COVID-19 and were limited from access to reproductive health services in some parts of the world. Such cases are more severe for lower-income women or women with disabilities who may not be able to access reproductive health services through other means.\textsuperscript{128}

**Impact on migrant workers and their families**

As economies struggle to contain the transmission of the virus, many travel restrictions were imposed with primarily domestic concerns in mind. As such, one group of people that have been severely affected by travel restrictions were overseas workers and migrants. The IOM outlined three visible shifts in cross-border human mobility that underpin migration issues.\textsuperscript{129}

Firstly, there has been a widening gap between cross-border movers and non-movers, shedding light on the disparities between the privileged and the vulnerable. For instance, economies have been quick to seek creative ways to reopen borders and reduce travel costs for business travellers, many of whom continued to move relatively freely. However, while business travellers are granted exceptions, other types of cross-border movers such as low and medium-skilled workers and refugees and asylum seekers from the same economy would rarely receive such privileges.

Special arrangements for essential travel are generally beneficial and would be key to mitigating the pandemic’s impacts on the economy. These arrangements would cover certain types of people, including those that are strategically important for an economy. However, economies have varying definitions of essential workers, leading to varied travel measures for


workers like freighters, medical workers, and family members, leading to greater uncertainty. For example, domestic workers and employees in strategic industries like telecommunications and fintech are considered essential workers in certain economies, but not in others. Moreover, some borders are fully closed to refugees and asylum seekers who are most in need of assistance. According to the UN’s Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, as of March 2021 there is an estimated 235 million people in need of humanitarian assistance and protection, representing an increase of 40 percent as compared to early 2020. In fact, COVID-19 and the border closures have displaced and stranded over 80 million people, leaving them vulnerable without provision of immediate support.

Second, there has been greater socioeconomic vulnerabilities as the pandemic caused huge job losses globally. The ILO estimated a labour income loss of USD 3.7 trillion (4.4% of global GDP) due to COVID-19. The migrant workers are more likely to work in sectors that are negatively affected by the pandemic due to lockdown and internal measures, but they also have minimal access to social safety nets and healthcare. Moreover, abrupt changes to travel restrictions may strand migrant workers, leading them to be unable to move to their host economies and potentially lose their jobs. As the pandemic rages on, migrant workers were also among the first to be laid off, but travel restrictions could also mean they are stranded in their host economy without income or access to social protection. Moreover, while women comprised 48.1% or 135 million of the global international stock as of mid-2020, migrant women worker’s labour force participation is higher than that of non-migrant women. However, during the pandemic, women migrant workers were more severely affected by unemployment compared to non-migrant women, experiencing double discrimination as both migrants and as women in their host economy.

These job losses consequently reduce the number of remittances. ADB (2020) estimated that the total remittances to Asia dropped between USD 31.4 billion and USD 54.3 billion, a reduction of 11.5% and 19.8%, respectively. The figure is reflected by the World Bank, who estimated that the remittances to low- and middle-income economies would fall by 14% by 2021. The Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre (2020) estimated that in top remittance-receiving economies like Somalia, where around 40% of the population receives remittances from family and friends abroad, the fall in remittances may reach as high as 50%. Reductions in remittances are particularly harmful to the children of migrant workers. Remittances are associated with improved nutrition, higher education spending, and reductions in child labour. It is estimated that three quarters of those remittances are used to cover child labour. It is estimated that three quarters of those remittances are used to cover the total remittances to Asia dropped between USD 31.4 billion and USD 54.3 billion, a reduction of 11.5% and 19.8%, respectively. The figure is reflected by the World Bank, who estimated that the remittances to low- and middle-income economies would fall by 14% by 2021. The Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre (2020) estimated that in top remittance-receiving economies like Somalia, where around 40% of the population receives remittances from family and friends abroad, the fall in remittances may reach as high as 50%. Reductions in remittances are particularly harmful to the children of migrant workers. Remittances are associated with improved nutrition, higher education spending, and reductions in child labour. It is estimated that three quarters of those remittances are used to cover child labour. It is estimated that three quarters of those remittances are used to cover child labour. It is estimated that three quarters of those remittances are used to cover child labour. It is estimated that three quarters of those remittances are used to cover child labour. It is estimated that three quarters of those remittances are used to cover child labour. It is estimated that three quarters of those remittances are used to cover child labour.
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negatively impact livelihoods, potentially leading to more social problems such as children dropping out of school, children going into child labour, child marriage, and human trafficking.

Thirdly, COVID-19 restrictions at the border can amplify relationships of dependence and exploitation. For instance, many migrant women working as domestic workers (estimated at 8.5 million worldwide in 2013) are reportedly at higher risk of violence and abuse while trapped in host economies, and often have no legal recourse against abuse or exploitation.\textsuperscript{138} In some cases, migrant workers reside in dedicated dormitories, temporary detention centres, makeshift camps, or communal living conditions.\textsuperscript{139} The living conditions in these facilities are often cramped and require sharing of facilities, making them prime areas for the spread of COVID-19 as was seen in several APEC economies in 2020. With restricted access to health care, this situation will only exacerbate the migrants’ situations and does not help in curbing the transmission of the virus in the community (ILO, 2020).\textsuperscript{140}

Due to travel restrictions, many migrants are increasingly reliant on intermediaries and facilitators, partly due to the lack of repatriation options and uncertainty due to ever-changing regulations. Rapid changes and constraints in available flights, as well as mandatory quarantine and testing costs could drive up the cost of repatriation, making it financially unfeasible for some migrants. A survey in July 2020 by IOM found that 37\% of surveyed migrants and refugees in Africa, Asia and Latin America expressed higher demand for human traffickers’ services given the increasing difficulties to cross the borders due to COVID-19 restrictions.\textsuperscript{141} On one hand, travel restrictions increased the demand for smuggling services among people desperate to run away from violence, natural disasters, and economic deprivation, on top of the intention to return home. Some migrants unable to finance mandatory quarantine and testing measures may also resort to traffickers to bypass these costs. On the other hand, border closures have pushed smugglers to resort to more dangerous routes and thus, raise their prices, aggravating the plight of people wishing to repatriate or migrate.

**Impact on cross-border commuters**

Another group of people affected by border restrictions are cross-border commuters. Some isolated communities that require transit through another economy to source basic essential needs may be completely isolated by blanket travel restrictions and border closures. Employees, students, and family members who need to commute across borders for work or study may suddenly be unable to do so, thus risking the loss of their livelihoods and opportunities. Because of travel restrictions, some cross-border commuters have become long-term migrants in another economy, paying additional costs in rent and other expenditures, in order to keep their employment or continue their schooling.\textsuperscript{142}
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ESTIMATING THE IMPACTS ON APEC TRADE AND GDP

Combining the elasticity estimates from the econometric regressions discussed earlier with the estimated drop in cross-border arrivals in 2020 can provide a rough estimate of the direct economic impact of border restrictions on trade and the economy. If we assume that the 74.7% drop in cross-border air arrivals is representative of the overall drop in non-resident arrivals in 2020, then we can apply the elasticity estimates in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 to estimate the resulting percentage contractions in bilateral trade and GDP due to these losses. Table 3.3 shows the estimates based on this assumption.

Table 3.3: Estimate of Direct Economic Losses Due to Drop in Non-resident Arrivals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Elasticity to non-resident arrivals</th>
<th>Percent loss</th>
<th>USD billions loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral trade (high estimate)</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>785.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral trade (low estimate)</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>488.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP (high estimate)</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>5,780.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP (low estimate)</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1,231.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The “high estimate” for bilateral trade and GDP impacts refers to the elasticity estimate using fixed effect panel OLS, while the “low estimate” uses the elasticity from Arellano-Bond GMM (i.e., controls for reverse causality). Estimated USD losses are calculated based on 2019 base figures.

As can be seen in Table 3.3, direct bilateral trade losses for the APEC from the drop in non-resident arrivals range from 2.6% to 4.1%, representing about USD 488 billion to USD 786 billion in lost trade. On the other hand, the estimates for GDP losses are more varied, ranging from 2.3% to 10.9% of total output. Note that in both cases, the “high estimate” does not control for reverse causality and may be amplifying the estimated elasticity. Moreover, given the large discrepancy between the high and low estimate for GDP, we would be cautious about using the higher end of the estimates range.

These estimated economic losses show both the reduction in trade and economic output as well as the unrealised economic activity that could be associated with the drop in cross-border movement. A caveat of this analysis is that it does not account for activity in the domestic economy, such as the uptick in government expenditure or some areas of consumer demand in 2020. As such, the total observed trade or GDP contraction in 2020 may be different from the estimates in Table 3.3 because observed aggregate trade and output figures will not account for unrealised economic activity and will already be net of the various losses and gains experienced in 2020.
4. ONGOING INITIATIVES ON CROSS-BORDER MOBILITY

In the early months of the pandemic, APEC economies primarily worked individually to manage the risk of COVID-19. Because of their different circumstances, APEC economies had varying risk tolerance towards international travel. Several economies and areas have completely shuttered their borders, working towards protective sequestration to prevent the virus entering their jurisdiction. These economies only allowed entry for returning residents, exceptional cases, and other essential purposes. Some economies have even restricted the outbound travel of their citizens for non-essential purposes. On the other hand, other economies have kept their borders open and only published advisories and introduced additional requirements for travellers going to or coming from high-risk areas.

APEC economies have established mechanisms to allow cross-border mobility while minimising the risk of importing the SARS-CoV-2 virus and its variants. These mechanisms include limitations on allowable travel, mandatory quarantine, COVID-19 tests, and transit requirements, among others. Nevertheless, many mechanisms primarily focused on addressing domestic concerns, and were implemented with little to no coordination with other APEC members. This lack of coordination led to a highly varied travel landscape across the region: among the economies that have implemented travel restrictions, there is a wide range of disparity on the types of allowable travel and other “essential travel”; the length of quarantine; the type and validity of COVID-19 tests; and other requirements such as travel insurance. Some economies have also shortlisted designated ports of entry, severely restricting the mobility options of travellers who may already be hampered by local travel restrictions. Moreover, because the global COVID-19 situation is extremely volatile, many of these travel requirements are also subject to constant change. All of these factors contribute to greater uncertainty, costs, and risks for people who need to travel.

Recognising the need to facilitate the travel of essential people and others traveling for exceptional circumstances, APEC economies have liaised with other APEC members to harmonise their travel frameworks, principles, and requirements. Because each APEC economy varies in terms of their local COVID-19 situation and their risk calculus, many APEC economies adopted a tiered approach to managing and allowing international arrivals.

BILATERAL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

Bilateral travel agreements such as travel bubbles and green lanes have been negotiated by economies to facilitate certain types of travel. These travel agreements usually involve economies with strict travel restrictions. They vary in scope and are dependent on the success of participating economies in containing COVID-19. Among APEC members, there are two main types of bilateral travel agreements: fast lanes and travel bubbles.

Fast lanes have been explored by APEC economies like Brunei Darussalam; China; Indonesia; Japan; Korea; Malaysia; Singapore; and Viet Nam as a way to facilitate essential short-term travel with selected partner economies. These fast lanes are restricted for essential business and official travel purposes, and are not available for the general public. Because these fast lanes were intended to expedite and lessen the cost of short-term business travel, the defining feature
of fast lanes are quarantine waivers. However, these quarantine waivers increase the risks in importing COVID-19. As a result, many of the existing travel fast lanes have been suspended until further notice due to the worsening situation in participating economies.

To make quarantine-free travel fast lanes more viable, Singapore has explored various ways of “bubble wrapping” short-term visitors. Short-term travellers can visit Singapore without needing to quarantine, provided that they follow a strict itinerary and are housed in restricted facilities segregated from the local population. Another of Singapore’s initiatives to “bubble wrap” short-term visitors is Connect@Changi, the world’s first safe Business Travel eXchange. Launched in December 2020, Connect@Changi is a pilot purpose-built facility providing short-term accommodations for international travellers to meet with Singaporean partners in a safe environment. Connect@Changi features meeting rooms separated by glass panels, allowing Singapore residents to interact in-person with foreign visitors without the risk of cross-contamination to the local population.

An expanded version of fast lanes are travel bubbles. Unlike fast lanes which are restricted for essential travel, travel bubbles allow people in participating jurisdictions to travel freely for a wide range of purposes such as tourism, family reunification, migration, and education, among others. Travel bubbles facilitate travel between with similar COVID-19 risk profiles. Hong Kong, China and Singapore reached agreement on the framework of an air travel bubble in November 2020, but its launch was deferred due to the respective fluctuations in the epidemic situation preceding the scheduled launch back in November 2020 and May 2021. As of April 2021, there was only one active bilateral travel bubble involving two APEC economies: Australia–New Zealand.

These travel bubbles have some similar characteristics: they can only be availed of by people who have spent 14 continuous days in participating jurisdictions. Moreover, participants in these bubbles are exempted from normal quarantine requirements, but are required to arrive by air. However, these travel bubbles vary in terms of technical requirements and conditions. The Australia–New Zealand travel bubble does not require COVID-19 tests. Meanwhile, the planned Hong Kong, China–Singapore air travel bubble only applies to designated flights and requires participants to have negative PCR tests taken both at least 72 hours before departure from either side and after arrival at the either side. Furthermore, residents of Hong Kong, China travelling to Singapore under the travel bubble have to be fully vaccinated under the arrangements for attempting to launch the air travel bubble in May 2021.
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In addition to travel bubbles, some economies are exploring special types of travel arrangements to cover other forms of travel. For example, Malaysia and Singapore have agreed on a Periodic Commuting Arrangement.\(^{148}\) Although Singapore and Malaysia have strict travel restrictions, they allow their workers to periodically commute across borders, provided that such workers remain in their destination for at least 90 days before returning and complete arrival requirements such as quarantine and COVID-19 tests. This agreement is only applicable for travel across the two land borders between Malaysia and Singapore. Besides the commuting agreement, Malaysia and Singapore are launching a petition system to enable cross-border travel on compassionate grounds, such as death or critical illness of a family member.\(^{149}\)

The bilateral travel arrangements within APEC economies are a step in the right direction to facilitate cross-border travel. Nevertheless, these arrangements face significant challenges. First, bilateral travel arrangements are subject to constant change due to the evolving situation of COVID-19 worldwide. Travel bubbles—as the name implies—are fragile, and can easily burst due to changing circumstances. Second, APEC economies face challenges in expanding their travel bubbles to economies with similar risk levels. Part of the challenge in expanding travel bubbles lies with issues of harmonising travel requirements, which gets harder the more economies are involved. Third, these travel agreements need to consider how to enable the essential travel of people coming from higher-risk areas. As much as economies want to keep the virus out of their borders, expanding the bubbles mean increasing the risk of introducing the virus into the bubble, especially as participating economies are likely to have other ongoing travel arrangements. Hence, participants in travel bubbles also need to convince and prove to their partners that they are able to minimise and contain potential pandemic risks. Finally, expanding such bubbles need to consider the local situation and limitations faced by potential partners.

**WORKING TOWARDS INTRA-APEC TRAVEL FRAMEWORKS**

Harmonisation is a key step to expanding existing COVID-19 travel agreements. However, because of the varying COVID-19 situations and differing priorities of APEC economies, little attention has been paid towards harmonising COVID-19 travel requirements. In early 2021, APEC economies have begun preliminary work in discussing potential travel frameworks and agreements to facilitate cross-border travel.

On 3 May 2021, the APEC Business Advisory Council (ABAC) of Hong Kong, China and Singapore jointly hosted the “Public-Private Dialogue on Reopening of Borders for Safe and Seamless Travel.” This dialogue provided a space for economies to learn more about the primary considerations of their partners in reopening of their borders, as well as to hear the views of the business community. Officials from Hong Kong, China and Singapore outlined their plans for the travel bubble, and explained the rationale and justifications for some of their requirements. Meanwhile, representatives of the business community such as the World Travel and Tourism Council highlighted the main points that businesses and communities face about travel restrictions, such as unclear criteria for re-imposing restrictions and lack of standardisation. One crucial point raised was that vaccines should not be required as a pre-condition for travel, but rather be used as a measure that could facilitate travel. Meanwhile,


representatives from the aviation industry emphasised that ever-changing regulations add further costs and uncertainty to the already battered aviation industry, and hence called for economies to establish harmonised standards and clear protocols, such as transparent criteria wherein travel restrictions might be reinstated.

On 7 May 2021, APEC hosted the “APEC Cross-border Travel: Virtual Roundtable on Safe Passage.” Under the Roundtable, APEC economies and representatives from the World Health Organization and the aviation industry discussed several points to consider in developing protocols for cross-border travel. The WHO emphasised that the efficacy of vaccines in curtailing the spread of COVID-19 is still under study, and have advised economies to ask fully vaccinated individuals to adhere to basic safety protocols. This may have implications on the use of vaccines to remove quarantine requirements as vaccinated individuals may still contribute to undetected transmission of COVID-19. The International Air Transport Association and International Civil Aviation Organization noted that while bilateral travel agreements can be the first step in aiding the recovery of cross-border travel, there is a lack of standardisation and harmonisation among economies participating in travel bubbles. As such, travel bubbles could have onerous and have costly requirements that defeat the point of the bubble. These requirements hence must be reviewed to ensure that such travel arrangements are not discriminatory towards the economic capability of travellers. Participating economies and fora have also raised various considerations in facilitating cross-border travel. The TPTWG Chair raised the issue of stranded air crews and seafarers due to conflicting and disharmonised COVID-19 requirements and restrictions at the border (see Box 1 for a discussion related to seafarers). Some suggestions include expanding the membership and adding health information to the digital APEC Travel Business Card (ABTC); adopting digital documents to minimise physical contact at the border; leveraging on vaccine certificates as a supplement to facilitate cross-border travel; and developing harmonised standards, principles, and requirements to manage essential travellers.

MULTILATERAL INITIATIVES ON REOPENING BORDERS

Various international organisations have initiated multilateral discussions on risk mitigation strategies for border reopening and resuming travel. According to the most recent Travel Restrictions Report from the UNWTO, 70% of destinations had eased COVID-19 related travel restrictions as of November 2020, which is a significant change compared to May 2020, when 75% of global destinations were closed entirely.\textsuperscript{150}

In July 2021, the WHO published recommendations with a risk-based approach to safe travel and reopening post-COVID-19.\textsuperscript{151} A risk-based approach to reopening considers the risk posed by travel for the importation and exportation of the virus and relies on the premise that no strategy can yield “zero-risk” in the context of the pandemic. In line with WHO’s previous guidance, member economies are recommended to lift travel restrictions, such as testing and/or quarantine requirements, for a traveller who has been fully vaccinated at least two weeks before travelling or has had COVID-19 infection within 6 months before travelling and are no longer infections. Furthermore, the WHO urges responsible and equitable opening of borders. It


advises economies against requiring proof of COVID-19 vaccination as a mandatory condition for entry to or exit from one destination to the other, given the limited evidence on the efficacy of vaccines in reducing transmission and inequities in vaccine supply. Other alternatives, such as negative rRT-PCR tests, should be provided as options for unvaccinated or without proof of past infection.

Contact tracing mechanisms are also strongly recommended by the IATA, ICAO, and the WHO as part of risk mitigation measures for COVID-19 in congruence with systematic testing and vaccination to resume safe travel. Based on lessons learned over the course of the pandemic, a temporary process of collecting contact details for tracing purposes and travel history is valuable. To safely resume international travel, a robust contact tracing capacity based on the guidelines developed by ICAO and WHO are advised. The IATA suggests the use of mobile phone applications as the most efficient and cost-effective contact tracing solution. However, ethical consideration on the use of such apps also need to be considered as pointed out by the WHO.

Reducing uncertainty at borders

**Transparent communication and COVID-19 insurance.** Despite economies’ attempts to facilitate travel, there are impediments to travel due to travellers’ uncertainties about the travel destination. Publicly sharing easily accessible up-to-date data on COVID-19 incidence, public health situation, and health services capacity allows authorities to make informed decisions for travels. The IATA and WTTC recommend ensuring travellers’ confidence through a transparent approach to communication and providing easily accessible travel information. For example, the EU launched an easily accessible and navigable platform that includes all members’ travel-related information on reopen.europa.eu. This one-stop platform, which is also available on mobile, provides transparent and up-to-date information on what travellers need to prepare to comply with travel restrictions and links to relevant websites. Additionally, the UNWTO/IATA destination status tracker provides member economies’ health indicators, air travel restrictions, expectations and restrictions at the destination as a tool to share timely information on any evolutions regarding COVID.

IATA also recommends the availability of affordable travel insurance with COVID-19 coverage as a temporary entry requirement to restore confidence in international travel.

---


Cross-border mobility in the APEC region

Effective travel insurance does not only improve travellers’ confidence but can work to protect local health care systems while supporting travel recovery.

**Standardising and digitalising health credentials.** A common obstacle for mutual recognition of test results and vaccination certificates is the lack of a standardised approach to health credentials. The public and private sectors have launched various health credential applications for aviation travel to address this challenge. One of them is IATA’s Travel Pass application, a digital health pass that has been adopted by over 45 airlines. The application can support governments in mitigating COVID-19 risks from incoming travellers through standardised health credentials and providing information to passengers with destination travel requirements. Many of these applications utilise a decentralised technology using blockchain without a central database holding passenger information, providing a level of assurance to data privacy issues.

However, a major pitfall is that the number digital health apps is proliferating, and there is a prospect of downloading multiple apps for each destination travellers enter. Therefore, regional cooperation and standardisation of the process are essential to decrease uncertainties. As an example of multilateral cooperation on utilising technology to ease travel, in July 2021, the EU has adopted the EU Digital COVID certificate (EUDCC), allowing EUDCC holders to cross borders without further restrictions. The certificate contains information, including proof of vaccination, COVID-19 recovery, and negative results to COVID-19. What is worth noting is that the certificate is not a pre-condition to free movement in accordance with the WHO’s guidelines but are only a means to facilitate movement. Harmonised efforts to safely reopening the borders are seen as a means to reduce confusion for travellers and build confidence, but not as a pre-condition or potential barrier to movement.

The uptake of digital health passes may be a challenge in the near future and should be discussed at the policy level. When contact tracing apps were developed and introduced in 2020, they were left with many controversies in some parts of the world, resulting in low uptake. There are concerns about data security, privacy and validation of tools that deal with personal medical data. The WHO and other international organisations are well aware of such public concerns, and they have published guidelines for app developers to adhere to the standards. Furthermore, each economies’ existing data privacy regulations should be revisited and reinforced or strengthened to provide public assurance. Secondly, inequity in vaccine rollouts should be the priority concern for policymakers. Although vaccines are not being used as a pre-condition for travel, more and more economies make travel easier for people with vaccinations. Considering that there are still constraints to equitable access to vaccines, policies on border reopening should not leave out people without access to vaccines or are unable to be vaccinated for valid reasons.

**Facilitating entry for cross-border workers**

More than 80% of global trade is through maritime transport, and crew changeovers and repatriation of seafarers are essential for the continuity of safe and sustainable shipping. The
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same is the case with the aviation industry, where passenger air transport carried about 5.7 billion passengers in 2019, and airfreight represented 35% of the value of goods shipped in all modes combined. Travel restrictions directly impacted aircrew and seafarers during the pandemic, hindering connectivity and incurring a high cost.

As of May 2021, only 58 of 174 IMO member economies have designated seafarers and marine personnel as key workers, despite the ICAO, ILO, IMO, IOM and WHO’s joint statement in March 2021 to designate seafarers and aircrew as key workers. There are still 200,000 crews waiting to be relieved or to join their ships. It is important to ensure seafarers’ access to vaccines, standardise health regulations across ports, and re-establish air connectivity between maritime hubs to facilitate crew movement and rotation (Box 1). Likewise, airline crews should not be subject to the same restrictions for the general travelling public according to the ICAO’s Council Aviation Recovery Taskforce (CART) guidance. The IATA also calls on governments to prioritise aviation workers for access to vaccination. While vaccination should be voluntary, any essential worker who has been vaccinated should be exempt from other measures, including testing and quarantine.

Moreover, border closures and travel restrictions had significant negative repercussions on cross-border road transport drivers, and delays at the borders caused losses in seasonal products and cash flow for small businesses. While truck drivers have played a critical role in keeping global freight chains moving during the pandemic, global support for the industry is lacking. The International Road Transport Union (IRU) and the International Transport Workers’ Federation (IFT) jointly urged global economies to designate road transport as a key service, introduce a digital vaccination certificate for commercial truck and coach drivers, and prioritise drivers in vaccination programs. The action items also include utilising digital tools to allow information exchange at the borders without physical contact and facilitate the flow of goods. To facilitate cross-border road transportation, coordination at the global and cross-border levels remains a pre-condition to its implementation.

Facilitating entry for migrants and cross-border workers is essential for minimising economic disruptions. The IOM proposes member economies adopt innovative and effective policies that are flexible and responsive solutions for supporting migrants and cross-border workers’ travel. Along with providing migrant-sensitive health messaging and requiring pre-departure health assessments, improving secure visa application processes, including remote visa processing solutions, are recommended to help economies respond to capacity gaps and expedite the visa
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process compliant with health regulations.\textsuperscript{168} In addition, implementing a Single Window concept—i.e., using a single data platform storing data accessible for relevant agencies such as police, immigration, and health authorities—is recommended. IOM’s Migration Information and Data Analysis System (MIDAS) is an example of a system that could be utilised for Single Window purposes. These existing tools can help accelerate lengthy clearance procedures for travellers and traders, facilitating cross-border mobility. Overall, international cooperation and mature partnership are emphasised to implement systematic integration of health and cross-border mobility approaches.\textsuperscript{169}

\begin{center}
\textbf{Box 1. Cross-border Confusion and Stranded Seafarers}
\end{center}

Seafarers are workers who provide vital services for a ship’s operation and maintenance as well as provisioning of those on board. International merchant ships are an indispensable component of the modern economy, carrying around 90\% of global trade.\textsuperscript{170} In this regard, seafarers are essential workers: without them, merchant ships would not be able to operate, and international trade would be paralysed.

Given the importance of seafarers, international labour standards have been introduced to protect their wellbeing. Under the International Labour Organisation’s 2006 Maritime Labour Convention, the maximum continuous period a seafarer can serve on board a ship without leave is 11 months. However, the COVID-19 pandemic has left many seafarers stranded on ships for longer than the stipulated time limit. According to the International Maritime Organization (IMO), crew changes which were previously commonplace have become a complicated and lengthy procedure because of additional COVID-19 safety requirements.\textsuperscript{171}

Most economies have enacted strict health protocols at their borders and ports, preventing seafarers from going ashore or even returning home. Due to varying COVID-19 situations abroad, authorities in host port perceive seafarers as a potential COVID-19 risk, limiting the possibility of crew changes. Moreover, international air travel has been severely disrupted by the pandemic, causing poor air connectivity between key maritime hubs. Many economies have also not recognised seafarers as essential workers, putting them under the strictest COVID-19 restrictions and preventing them from having immediate access to COVID-19 vaccines.

The issue of seafarers is an APEC issue. According to latest data from UNCTAD, about 56\% of all seafarers in the world are from APEC economies.\textsuperscript{172} The five APEC economies that contribute the most number of seafarers—China; Indonesia; Malaysia; the Philippines; and Russia—account for 45\% of the world’s seafarers (Figure B1.1).

\begin{footnotesize}


\end{footnotesize}
It is important to recognise seafarers as key essential workers and provide them with priority access to COVID-19 vaccines. Seafarers play a critical role in global supply chains and trade. Reducing the health risks for seafarers will mitigate the risk of supply chain disruptions.

There is also a need to establish and implement standardised health protocols covering all ports based on existing best practice. APEC economies can implement ‘The Recommended Framework of Protocols for ensuring safe ship crew changes and travel during the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic,’ which has been recognised and tabled by the IMO. This minimises the risk of COVID-19 transmission, and in the long run will build trust that crew changes can be carried out in a safe manner.

Third, economies need to re-establish air connectivity between key maritime hubs. APEC economies need to collaborate with stakeholders in the aviation and maritime industries to ensure that airlift capacity is established between major crew changing hubs that are open and economies where seafarers are from. Economies should work together with industries to establish a harmonised framework of standards for health data to facilitate border crossing for seafarers. Moreover, this reduces cross-border uncertainty and strengthens air connectivity not only for seafarers but also for other travellers.
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5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The preceding analysis allows us to draw several conclusions:

1. Cross-border movement of people is essential for trade and economic activity. There are strong and synergistic linkages between cross-border movement and bilateral trade and economic growth.

2. The effectiveness of border restrictions in preventing imported cases from seeding waves of the pandemic is not established. The effectiveness of border policies hinges on timing—i.e., before the virus has reached domestic populations—and the effectiveness of behind-the-border pandemic response.

3. The border restrictions had immediate and substantial impacts on cross-border movements and economic activity, as well as society and vulnerable groups. Estimates on the direct trade and economic impacts of border restrictions run into the hundred billions to trillions of dollars for the APEC region.

4. There was no policy coordination on testing and quarantine requirements, criteria and protocols for closure, or criteria and protocols for reopening of borders among APEC economies in the early stages of the pandemic. Stop-start attempts at bilateral travel bubbles and varying green lane policies have added to the confusion at the borders.

Some implications on policy and regional cooperation are outlined below.

COVID-19 AND SAFE REOPENING OF BORDERS

Contain COVID-19 everywhere

The COVID-19 pandemic is a threat everywhere so long as it rages anywhere. The SARS-CoV-2 virus has shown itself to be highly capable of mutation, and the likelihood of a beneficial (that is, for the virus) mutation becoming the dominant variant increases with the number of infections and virus reproductions. Hence, even if an economy is successful in containing one variant of the virus, these mutations mean that that economy could still be susceptible to other new variants. This means border authorities will have to revise and recalculate risk profiles each time a new wave or mutation is reported abroad. Indeed, in the past year this has led to seemingly safe travel bubbles getting postponed by new infection waves or new virus mutations.

While COVID-19 vaccines have been scientifically proven to protect a person from the most severe symptoms of the disease, as of this writing there is still no clear evidence that the vaccine prevents shedding or transmission of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Indeed, studies in economies with high vaccination rates like Israel show that they are effective in managing the pandemic domestically and preventing healthcare systems from being overwhelmed, even if viral load and transmission continues albeit at lower levels. This could imply that opening borders to fully vaccinated travellers still carries the risk of imported cases infecting the local population, many of whom can develop serious illnesses if they are not yet vaccinated. On the other hand, a local population that has achieved herd immunity through vaccination — i.e., 70% to 90% vaccination rate in the population for a vaccine with 95% proven effectiveness — could be consider reopening borders as the population is protected from severe COVID-19 symptoms and run lower risk of overwhelming public health systems (at least from the variant they are vaccinated against).

What these characteristics of the virus say is there is really no substitute or shortcut to quickly putting an end to the pandemic for all people and all economies. This is the only way to reopen borders safely in a way that avoids the costly uncertainty of stop-start “safe” reopening, not to mention reigniting economic activity. This requires timely and equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines, therapeutics, and tests for all people in all economies until the pandemic is controlled everywhere. Policy cooperation in areas of trade in medical products, ramping up production of vaccines and therapeutics, and ensuring equitable access to them will be crucial in this regard.

**Reduce confusion at the borders**

Even as APEC economies and policymakers focus on the main task of controlling the COVID-19 everywhere, there is a lot that can be done to reduce at-the-border confusion across the region. Based on the survey responses, there are no common definitions for essential travel or essential worker, no agreement on adequate testing and quarantine requirements, no regional protocols on recognising tests, and no transparent criteria for closing or reopening borders. All these contribute to travel confusion and uncertainty resulting in diminished demand for travel, not to mention confusion and stranding among the workers who enable trade such as air crew and seafarers. Indeed, there is a clear need for standards, harmonisation, and transparency with respect to COVID-19 border policies.

Various international organisations specialising in health, transportation, travel, and tourism—such as IATA, ICAO, IMO, UNWTO, WHO and WTTC—have published various recommendations, reports, and guidelines on coordinating at-the-border policies and safely (and ethically) enabling cross-border travel. There have also been a plethora of digital health
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passes that aim to facilitate sharing of health information across borders: as of April 2021, the UNWTO has found 16 such digital health passes that are worth noting.\footnote{World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), “Digital Health Passes Compendium” (Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, April 8, 2021), https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2021-04/Digital-Passes-Compendium.pdf.}

The good news is that the solutions to reducing confusion at the borders are technical in nature, based on the latest scientific evidence, and provide guidance in managing risks. Based on the published proposals, there is policy space and opportunity to reduce time, cost, and uncertainty of travel while managing the risks of imported COVID-19 cases. This at-the-border policy coordination should be considered as a regional public good that will benefit all economies in the short- to medium-term. The recently launched Virtual ABTC has been mentioned as a regionally accepted digital health pass, but it will require significant work and modification if it will be used for that purpose (Box 2).

The difficulty, however, is reconciling different COVID-19 risk profiles, risk outlooks, and risk appetites across APEC’s 21 member economies. While the technical solutions are already on the table, a conversation and agreement across partners still needs to happen before they can be applied across the region. This is the key challenge of policy coordination in relation to the pandemic border response, which will be essential in eliminating confusion and reducing uncertainty at the border.

### Box 2. Virtual ABTC as a Digital Health Pass

In 2020, the APEC Business Advisory Council in their COVID-19 Report recommended the use of the APEC Business Travel Card (ABTC) “to assist in ensuring global health security,” including the inclusion of biometric data that could enable cross-border travel.\footnote{ABAC. “ABAC COVID-19 Report: Laying the Groundwork for Economic Recovery and Resilience.” http://www2.abaconline.org/assets/ABAC_COVID-19_Report.pdf} In 2021, policy discussions around reopening of borders in APEC, such as the ABAC Public-Private Dialogue on Reopening of Borders for Safe and Seamless Travel and the Virtual Roundtable on Safe Passage, have mentioned the potential of the Virtual APEC Business Travel Card (ABTC) as a potential digital health pass that can enable sharing of health-related information—such as COVID-19 test results or vaccination status—across borders and facilitate safe reopening of borders.

The main appeal of the Virtual ABTC is that it is already in use and recognised by APEC members: systems are live, data is being shared across borders, and the digital card is recognised across the region.\footnote{Canada and the United States are transitional members of the ABTC scheme.} There is no need to develop, socialise, and seek endorsement for a new digital card for APEC. The question, however, is whether the Virtual ABTC is ready to be used as a digital health pass, which is a function it was not designed to do. The ABTC was designed as travel document and managed by different authorities and rules compared to a digital health pass. While a digital health pass is meant to facilitate the sharing of confidential health information to mitigate public health risks, the ABTC is a travel document managed by border and immigration authorities to mitigate security and law enforcement risks. Transitioning the Virtual ABTC to a digital health pass promoting mass travel will require significant changes to how it is managed, the type of information shared, and the risk calculus in processing applications. Not only will this require a change in operating procedures, but in some economies it may even require changes in legislation.
Furthermore, transitioning the Virtual ABTC into a digital health pass is not going to be straightforward even from the viewpoint of travel facilitation. According to the UNWTO, the essential principles of a successful digital health pass for facilitating cross-border travel are:

- Privacy and data security
- User control over data
- Inclusivity and equity
- Open standards
- Interoperability
- Scalability
- Portability
- Sustainability

In many aspects, the Virtual ABTC seems to be in line with the UNWTO’s principles. For example, there seem to be robust protections for privacy and security, it is designed to be interoperable across APEC economies, and it is portable at least within the APEC economies that have applied it. However, more work needs be done regarding two crucial aspects: Scalability and Inclusivity and equity.

**Scalability.** Data from the Business Mobility Group shows that there are 380,017 active ABTC holders as of 2019.183 This represents 0.1% of all APEC non-resident arrivals in 2019. The ABTC was not designed with scale and mass travel in mind, and significant changes in its processing and accessibility will need to be implemented if it will have any impact in reviving travel around the APEC region.

**Inclusivity and equity.** The ABTC is a travel card catering to a select group of business travellers. In some APEC economies, requirements include proof of business ownership, proof of trading activity, and membership of good standing in business organisations. The ABTC is not accessible to many kinds of business travellers as well as people who need to travel for employment, education, training, or other important reasons.

Any digital solution or policy action pursued by APEC to facilitate the reopening of borders needs to be in line with the call of Leaders to ensure that recovery is inclusive and opens opportunities for all.184 The Virtual ABTC holds potential and promise in this regard, but will need significant overhaul and rethinking to be a viable digital health pass for the region.
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**Role for APEC**

APEC is in a unique position to contribute to behind-the-border policy cooperation and at-the-border policy coordination to address COVID-19. APEC has various subfora on trade, standards, intellectual property, digital economy, health, life sciences, business mobility, human resources, tourism, transportation, and others. All these can be brought to bear on the post-pandemic recovery. APEC also has close working relationships with other international
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organisations at the forefront of addressing the COVID-19 pandemic and safely reopening borders. APEC needs to be the forum where COVID-19 policy cooperation and coordination can happen free of the strictures and formalities that are slowing down cooperation in other organisations. These discussions need to happen in all APEC fora with the sense of urgency and emergency that the global pandemic response requires. APEC needs to regain its position as the forum where information is shared, ideas are incubated, policies are discussed, and consensus for implementation is achieved.

The COVID-19 pandemic has also shown that so-called “black sky events”—i.e., major catastrophic events that cripple key infrastructures and systems across multiple regions for a prolonged period—can and do happen. Global pandemics are clearly one example of these black sky events, but it is not hard to imagine other plausible natural, man-made, or extra-terrestrial events (e.g., solar storms or coronal mass ejections damaging satellites and electronic systems) fitting the description. Effectively managing the risks of black sky events lies with transparent information sharing, objective and rigorous analysis, and responsive regional cooperation.185

APEC can be the forum where information sharing, objective risk analysis, and regional cooperation happens. APEC already has the multisectoral structures that can enable cooperation wherever the black sky events may originate. Its culture of informality, non-binding agreements, and drive towards consensus can enable it to be more nimble and responsive to new regional threats as they emerge, something that more formal and binding institutions like the United Nations may find difficult to do.

For APEC to effectively cooperate to address regional black sky events, it could develop its capacity for objective and critical analysis when assessing risks and coming up with regionally coordinated measures to address them quickly and effectively. It is not an easy or straightforward path, but it is an opportunity for APEC to emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic as a highly relevant, innovative and forward-looking regional organisation.
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